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EDITORIAL
Paulo Quintiliano, Ph.D.
Editor-in-chief

It is with great satisfaction that we release
IJoFCS Volume 2, Number 1 this ﬁrst term of
2007, with new articles of great interest to the
Forensic Computer Science community. We are
very proud to see that the Journal has sparked
great and growing interest of the scientiﬁc
community concerned with Forensic Computer
Science, of Police Agencies, of researchers,
information security professionals, and other
people involved in issues related to ﬁghting
cyber crimes and to information security.
We have realized that criminal activity in
cyberspace is rising. There are even cases of
traditional criminal groups who are migrating
their criminal activity into cyberspace seeking
fewer risks and greater illegal ﬁnancial gains in
less time. New ways of attacking are created with
great frequency. In such scenario, the response
of the scientiﬁc community is of fundamental
importance, by dedicating research efforts, thus
seeking to ﬁnd new ways of making cyberspace
safer and more reliable.

In this ﬁrst number of IJoFCS Volume 2, we
have sought to address with main emphasis the
botnet attacks, which perhaps represent the
greatest threat to cyberspace security in current
times. Botnets are deployed for many illegal
uses, including, among others, to send large
quantities of undesired messages (spam) for
criminal purposes, and the distributed denial
of service (DDoS), which is used for extortion
of the victims who have their service affected.
Botnet attacks are becoming more and more
common in Brazil and in the rest of the world;
this entails a joint effort from the government
and the industry aiming to more efﬁcient ways
of ﬁghting such attacks.
The articles published in this issue also address
the Journal’s other topics of interest, such as
“Intrusion Prevention and Detection,” “Digital
Investigation,” and “Artiﬁcial Intelligence.”
One more time, we welcome prospective
authors to submit their papers to IJoFCS, using
the webpage www.ijofcs.org.
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Botnets and Packet Flooding DDoS Attacks
on the Domain Name System
John Kristoff, Rodney Joffee
Neustar Ultra Services
jtk@ultradns.net, rodney.joffe@neustar.com

Abstract - The threats and consequence presented by denial of service attacks have resulted in
the proliferation of research ideas, studies and commercial products intended to mitigate their
negative impact through technological approaches. Packet flooding denial of service attacks
have specifically garnered both widespread attention and significant investment. It is therefore
surprising that few studies have been published detailing specific attacks and how operators have
responded to them. In this paper we attempt to provide insight into some of the packet flooding
distributed denial of service attacks that we as operators have experienced. We focus specifically
on attacks against a domain name system service provider since that is our area of expertise. We
elucidate the nature of the attacks, how they are often mitigated in practice and attempt to explain
what the true motives behind these attacks have been.
Key words: botnets, DNS, denial of service

I. Introduction
Threats to the availability of a system or service
can take many forms. One such threat is a denial
of service (DoS) attack. Disruption of a system
or service may result. The attack may be part of
a larger attack involving extortion, hijacking or
fiscal damage. The means to achieve a DoS attack
can take many forms.
For example, a vulnerability in software may
enable a single malformed message to crash a
system. In another example, an onslaught of
unexpected traffic may inhibit other legitimate
communications. When these packet flooding
attacks are sent from multiple diverse sources it

becomes a distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attack. The frequent and sustained packet flooding
DDoS attacks targeted at a system or service is
what we have focused on in this paper.
Our expertise and operational experience
draws heavily from our organization’s domain
name system (DNS) service offerings.[1][2] We
have experienced first hand how frequently DNS
systems and service providers are targeted by
DoS and DDoS attacks. The reason why attacks
target the DNS is relatively straightforward. The
means by which most users locate services on
the Internet is through the use of the DNS. For
example, to access a web page at http://www.
example.com, the browser’s system performs a
name lookup on www.example.com which results
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in the resolution of the domain name in the URL
to an IP address. It is this resolution that is crucial
to the availability of most services on the Internet.
If the DNS resolution fails a user or application
will often be unable to proceed because further
communications to the desired service cannot
be made. Attackers know this and often target
the DNS as an alternative to directly attacking a
specific system. Attacking the DNS may virtually
incapacitate the victim’s response, since they
may not be able to change their DNS service as
quickly or as easily as they might change their
services and protocols on the affected server. In
fact, due to caching, even if they change their
DNS configuration, changes may not be widely
disseminated for some time.
DNS service providers often provide resolution
service for millions of domain names for
individuals and organizations all over the world.
As a result they have been required to build their
infrastructure to withstand such attacks. As we
show in this paper there are a number of mitgiation
strategies. However, simply adding link capacity
is not enough. In fact, a well-designed attack
against a DNS service may be nearly impossible
to defend against using traditional approaches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
in Section 2 we survey previous work. In Section
3 we describe the typical packet flooding DDoS
attacks seen by DNS service providers. In Section
4 we annotate a sample of some real-world wellknown and lesser-known packet flooding DDoS
attacks seen by DNS service providers. In Section
5 we characterize the nature and motive behind
many of the attacks. In Section 6 we discuss the
mitigation strategies available and commonly
used. Finally in Section 7 we summarize the
problem, solutions and offer some suggestions
on ways forward.

II. Related Work
It is often difficult to find authoritative and
accurate information about real-world packet
flooding DDoS attacks. It may be that some

organizations would prefer to minimize or
avoid any potentially negative publicity. An
organization may also wish to downplay the
threat and effectiveness of attacks to discourage
copycat attackers. They may also be attempting
to provide a kind of feedback spin to an attacker
or the public. Attacks against the top levels of the
Internet DNS infrastructure tend to be suficiently
visible that details about the attacks and effects
become public. In some cases the DNS service
operators have provided analysis and disclosure
as a public service. For example, operators of
three root DNS servers jointly published a brief
memo detailing the ”nature and impact” of a
packet flooding denial of service attack that
struck in 2002.[3] The Cooperative Association for
Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA), often a participant
in the analysis of wide-reaching Internet events,
has monitored the performance of the DNS root
and gTLD nameservers since January 2002. Using
NetTraMet passive monitors CAIDA was able to
provide additional insight into the effects of the
2002 attack from several vantage points.[4]
Attacks against the top-level domain (TLD) DNS
infrastructure were relatively rare occurrences until
early 2006. At that time a new and devastatingly
crippling wave of attacks took advantage of open
resolvers and the ability to source address spoof
small queries to them producing an answer that
was many times larger. These attacks came to be
known as the open recursive amplification and
reflection attacks. Verisign gave a detailed inside
look at these attacks a few months after they
occurred.[5]
More recently, in early February 2007 a packet
flooding DDoS attack hit a subset of the root
and TLD servers. Some operators involved in
the attack were attending a network operators
meeting. As it turned out they were able to give a
timely, but very preliminary analysis of that attack
to the operator community as it happened.[6]
Almost exactly one month later, ICANN released
it’s preliminary report on the February 2007 DNS
attacks, which included some discussion on the
overall effect of the root server system.[7]
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Security threats specific to the DNS have been
reseached and analyzed for some time. One
of the earliest examinations was done by Steve
Bellovin in his seminal Security Problems in the
TCP/IP Protocol Suite paper.[8] However, packet
flooding DDoS attacks specific to the DNS weren’t
widely discussed until later. One of the first
public disclosures was in a message posted to the
BUGTRAQ mailing list on July 30, 1999.[9] That
class of attack is as much a threat today as it was
in 1999 as we will show in the Section 3.

III. DDoS Packet Floods
There are millions of hosts connected to the
Internet. [10][11][12] In aggregate these hosts have
an enormous packet sending potential. Thanks to
generous over-subscription and the benefits of
statistical multiplexing, this aggregated potential
is rarely realized. However, even a small number
of distributed Internet hosts colluding to send
network traffic at modest rates can overwhelm
even the most well connected systems. Two
thousand end systems sending at 256 Kb/s is
slightly more capacity than half a 1 Gb/s Ethernet
link. If estimates of global host infections are
accurate, it isn’t difficult to imagine how serious
many attacks of this size would be.[13][14][15]
Today DDoS attacks are undertaken using
a collection of robots, simply called bots, that
form an aggregate network or botnet. A botnet
can serve many functions, but generally is under
the command and control of some coordination
system employed by an attacker. Often this
command and control function is through the use
of internet relay chat (IRC), a web page or a peerto-peer protocol such as Overnet. A bot installed
maliciously on a host may perform a number of
functions such as capturing login credentials to
a banking site or to send spam. Many bots also
include the capabilities to perform a series of
different kinds of packet flooding DoS attacks.
Bots working together that are instructed to
launch a packet flooding DoS attack make up a
packet flooding DDoS attack.
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A. Source Address Spoofing
A bot may employ several packet flooding
evasion and exploitation techniques including
forging the source address of the flood packets.
While there are arguably some useful applications
that would want to originate IP datagrams with
a non-local address, the Internet community has
deemed source address spoofing as a nuisance
at best.[16][17] Unfortunately, source address
verification is not fully deployed on the Internet
and it remains to be seen if it ever will be.[19]
Packet flooding DDoS attacks employing
spoofed addresses can hamper a victim’s response.
If source addresses are randomly spoofed or forged
to impersonate otherwise legitimate sources, the
victim cannot easily filter packets based on the
source address. Source address spoofing may
also hamper efforts to locate the true origin of an
attack which is often useful in order to eradicate
malicious hosts and perform forensics.

B. Reflection and Amplification
A malicious bot does not have to send attack
traffic directly to a victim. A bot may attempt to
use a third party to relay traffic to a victim. For
example, a bot can send a packet to a third party
host and trick it into sending packets to a victim
by forging the source address in packets sent
to the third party. If the third party responds, it
will reply to the victim whose source address was
spoofed. This action hides the true identity of
the attacker from the victim. Attacks that employ
unwitting third parties in this manner are referred
to as a reflection attacks.
Data communications are often asymmetric in
nature. That is to say packet sizes and packet rates
flowing in one direction may be greater than in the
other direction. This is often true of client/server
applications including DNS. An inbound DNS query
tends to be bounded by the name being resolved
with a 255 byte limit. However, answer data
may be much larger as well as contain auxillary
information such as authoritative server details
and hints. We can measure the amplification factor
of a name by comparing its size in bytes to the size
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of it’s answer. In practice the amplification factor
is relatively modest, but it is entirely feasible for
a small name to map to a very large answer. In
fact, using the extension mechanisms for DNS, an
answer may be as large as 4 kilobytes.[18] If the
name is example.org and the answer to a question
about that name is 4 kilobytes, the IP datagram
amplification factor is approximately seventy to
one!
Source address spoofing can be combined with
an amplification vector to unleash devastingly
harmful packet flooding DDoS attacks which can
be very difficult to mitigate. We will examine one
such real world attack in the Section 4.

C. Well-formed Message Attacks
Source address spoofing can be defeated
with anti-spoofing measures. Reflection and
amplification attacks can also be mitigated
by ensuring anti-spoofing mechanisms are
widely deployed. If spoofing and reflection were
unavailable to an attacker they could simply
unleash a packet flood using parameters assigned
to each bot. This could allow each sending bot to
be quickly identified and presumably filtered or
commandeered. However, the attacker can prevent
this if the packet flooding trafic from each bot were
indistinguishable in format, content and rate from
other legitimate sources. If the victim is primarily a
client system, then the destination could be moved
or filtered to mitigate the attack. In the case of
server-oriented systems, such as those providing
DNS services, mitigating the attack by moving or
removing the victim’s connectivity may not be
feasible. In this unique class of attacks which we
term a ”well-formed message attack”, mitigation
may not be possible with traditional packet flooding
DDoS attack responses. We will discuss a range of
responses in Section 6, including some that can
prove effective for these particularly troublesome
attacks.

IV. Case Studies
In recent years the domain name system has
come under increasing stress as attackers target

the name resolution service for a particular
victim they are after. Frequently the authoritative
name resolution for the victims is running on a
shared DNS service provider infrastructure. When
this infrastructure is attacked all of the other
customers using that infrastructure are victimized.
In some cases the DNS service provider may take
on customers who actually attract packet flooding
DDoS attacks. If the DNS service provider knows
this or becomes aware of it, they can isolate that
customer from other parts of the infrastructure
or possibly even refuse to do business with
them. When packet flooding DDoS attacks target
the DNS it is not always easy to know who the
intended target is. Attackers often do not send
DNS queries or packets that indicate the ultimate
target they are trying to disrupt service for. As we
will see below, the intended victim is often very
dificult to determine.

A. Attack of the Open Resolvers
Beginning in early 2006 a wave of powerful
flooding attacks hit some large DNS service
providers. The technique used was a combination
of open resolvers, source address spoofing and
amplification (described above). A number of DNS
service providers around the world saw large DNS
answers arriving at their systems. This resulted
from open resolvers sending replies for a name
that mapped to a large sized answer back to
the spoofed source address of one or more DNS
service providers.
We witnessed attacks similar to those described
by Verisign in their NANOG 37 presentation.[5] We
saw an aggregate of many gigabits of this type of
attack reaching our infrastructure. We identified
over fifty thousand open resolvers participating in
the attack. We recently tested for an open resolver
at those IP addresses and discovered that over
40% of these systems are still open resolvers!
Open resolvers are in some cases useful and
practical. In fact at least one organization provides
open recursive service for free for the entire
Internet community.[20] However, many open
resolvers arguably do not need to be and since
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the wave of open resolver assisted attacks began,
the Internet community has been recommending
changes in default configurations and strongly
encouraging widespread adoption of antispoofing mechanisms.[21][22][23]
Attacks using open resolvers for reflection and
amplification still occur, but not as frequently
against the root and TLD infrastructures. It is
unclear why this is the case, but it is worrisome
that this attack vector is still as effective today as
it was in early 2006.

B. HYIPs Yield Many Packets
As mentioned earlier, some DNS service
customers may attract packet flooding DDoS
attacks. There are a class of dubious online
money-making sites such as High-Yield
Investment Programs (HYIPs) and auto-surfs
that fit this characterization.[24][25] HYIPs and
autosurfs are generally found to be an online
form of a pyramid scheme, also known as a
Ponzi Scheme named after Charles Ponzi who in
the early twentieth century became infamous for
his notorious money making scam. [26][27]
For all their shortcomings these schemes
remain extremely popular with the public.
While no one knows for sure how much money
is involved in this marketplace, a recent case
involving one such sham documented over
300,000 investors spending over $50 million
dollars![28] With that kind of money at stake
these shady operations may attract other sorts
of nefarious players into this marketplace.
Repercussions for threats, damage and attacks
against these shady operators may be met with
little sympathy from the world community. In fact,
it is this combination of money and questionable
legality that seems to make these services and
their supporting infrastructure prime candidates
for an attack.
In mid to late 2006 we witnessed a number
of attacks that once investigated led to victims
running one or more HYIP-related websites.
Operators of these financial scams are often
attracted to and frequently switch between
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many low-cost and free DNS service providers.
Unfortunately for these providers new clients do
not usually disclose the nature of their business
and provide no warning that they may attract
future DDoS attacks. Since attacks against these
types of sites have become more frequent, DNS
operators have become more aware of them and
more careful of who they choose to do business
with.

C. Roots and TLD February 2007
During the 39th North American Network
Operators Group (NANOG) meeting in February,
2007, a distributed packet flooding attack struck
some root server instances and at least one of
the TLD name server set. [29] This attack was
noticeable and did effect service for some server
instances, but was largely mitigated through the
widespread adoption of DNS anycast and the
redundancy in server operator infrastructures.
The February 2007 attack was unique in that
it hit some of the root server instances and was
noticed by people in the operations community,
with the help of automated root and TLD
monitoring tools.[30][31][32] After some analysis
by our team and with the assistance of others in
the security community, we discovered a number
of details about this attack.
This attack was controlled by an HTTP-based
bot-net, which was provided instructions to
attack a subset of the root servers and at least
one TLD server set. We did not capture the
actual attack commands for the attack, but can
speculate as to what they were based on the
analysis of the botnet shortly thereafter. Each
bot was instructed to send zero to 1023 bytes
of random data to DNS server addresses on UDP
port 53. With tools that could fully decode a DNS
header and its payload it was relatively easy to
identify the attack traffic. However, tools that
filter based on traffic characteristics within the
DNS message are not widely available nor widely
deployed in operator networks. This situation
makes mitigation more challenging than it might
otherwise be.
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V. Attack Motivators

VI. Mitigation Strategies

In two of the real-world attacks briefly
described in the previous section it is not clear why
the root or TLD DNS infrastructure was targeted.
Some people have suggested that these targets
were selected by an attacker to measure their
resistance to attack or gauge the strenth of his/
her attack method or perhaps as a demonstration
of the attacker’s capabilities. Other attacks such
as those targeting HYIP and autosurf availability,
frequently have motivations such as revenge,
extortion or fiscal damage.

As we’ve shown in this paper, packet flooding
DDoS attacks can take many forms and their
instigators can have many motives. The pressing
issue many on the receiving end of these attacks
want to know is what can be done to limit the
effect of an attack. The good news is that there
are some solutions available today. The bad
news is that most of the solutions do not come
easy or cheap. In fact, most of the solutions
are insufficient by themselves as, it takes a
combination of steps to proactively create an
infrastructure that can withstand attacks. Even
with great protection, it is still possible for a
well executed attack to be too difficult to stop
without new ideas and new solutions that are yet
to be developed.

When we attempt to understand what happened
and why, we have to review the communications
protocols and software involved in the attack.
This is best done at some vantage point in
the botnet. Specifically we’d like to examine
the command and control communications of
the botnet. Ideally we’d also like to be able to
intercept the communications of the attackers
and any involved parties behind the attack. As
a victim, these vantage points are generally
difficult to obtain. If we are able to somehow
gain access to this kind of intelligence, we can
better understand the attack, the attacker’s
motivations and better mitigate future attacks.
There are volunteer groups who understand
this command and control infrastructure as well
as the underground culture that utilitize these
exploits. Team Cymru has recently published
two eye-opening accounts of what goes on in
the underground.[33][34] The Honeynet Project
also produces a wealth of detailed technical
information and analysis on the trends and
motives of the underground.[35]
When we have uncovered a botnet responsible
for an attack we often find that it targets other
seemingly unrelated victims from around the
globe. Based on the research done by Team
Cymru, the Honeynet Project and others, this
seems to suggest that each botnet is for hire
and that for each attack there may be an entirely
different buyer with an entirely different objective
than the prior one.

A. Capacity
It is standard operating producedure in
operational planning to design for additional
capacity well beyond what you require today. In
part this is because growth trends in capacity
demands require extra capacity. In practice,
and relevant here, excess capacity is needed to
withstand some amount of unexpected load.
Network links and hardware systems come
in varying sizes and configuration. Often one
outstrips the other, exposing a weakpoint in the
scalability of an architecture. Today the large
Internet provider backbone networks have an
enormous amount of capacity. However, it is
no match for the potential sending capacity of
the millions of hosts attached to the Internet. If
enough systems collude the stress points in the
Internet, including large ISP backbones will likely
degrade or even fail.
Lesser systems and smaller links fair less
well against a collusion of attacking hosts.
Nevertheless, excess capacity, at any scale, can
certainly help weather small incursions and when
coupled with some of the strategies outlined
below, is an important consideration in an overall
plan to mitigate such attacks.
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B. Anycast DNS
Normally a public IP address is assigned
to a single host interface and the routing
announcement that encompasses that address
will be advertised by one or more directly attached
upstream routers. However, this is often only the
case, because it logically and technically makes
sense to address and announce services this way.
One could address and announce from within the
same address range at unconnected locations and
topologically diverse origins in an IP network. The
routing topology for this scenario would appear
as if a site is multihomed, possibly from multiple
diverse geographic locations. However, in practice
this is simply a way of achieving service diversity
and load balancing since packets are routed to their
topologically closest destination instance.[36]
Anycast DNS has been widely deployed by a
number of root and TLD DNS operators. It has
been proven to help contain packet flooding DDoS
attacks and studies have shown it’s effectiveness
on overall availability and performance statistics.
[37]

C. Local Node Distribution
Using anycast, a DNS service provider can
distribute their systems selectively. The general
idea of anycast is to distribute the addresses
throughout the network. Packets are routed
toward destinations with the nearest instance. This
provides a distribution that favors well behaved
or sparsely populated areas of the Internet.
Large networks co-located in popular regions
will still compete for service. Unfortunately, if a
server instance in a dense region of the Internet
is subject to a fair number of bot attackers, all in
the region suffer.
Local node distribution takes anycast one
step further and limits accessibility to the DNS
instance to just the peer network. It does so by
either restricting the address announcement
from being forwarded on to other networks or
by placing the DNS server instances within the
peer network itself making them unreachable
from outside networks. While the peer network
may still overwhelm this DNS server set, it will
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only harm itself in doing so. This methodology
not only insulates well behaved networks from
misbehaving ones it also encourages users on
the peer network to behave, otherwise they hurt
themselves by causing problems accessing the
peer DNS services.[38][39]

D. Victim Separation
A DNS Service provider gains economies of
scale by placing customers zones together into
a single name-server set, but in some cases this
can be problematic. For example, if a particular
customer is prone to packet flooding DDoS
attacks, it may be best to place that customer
into a service set that is not entirely shared with
other service sets. This helps limit the damage an
attack can do to other customers as well as helps
operators be able to tailor mitigation responses
directly in the affected infrastructure, whether it
be by filtering or router advertisement changes.

E. Filtering and Blackholes
Fine grained line-rate packet filtering
capabilities are key components to any network
infrastructure that must protect end services.
Some vendor equipment is more suitable for this
purpose than others. However, very few products
exist that can adequately perform complex
pattern-based filters as they traverse through
high-speed links on backbone networks. Filtering
mechanisms are often based on limited functions
such as application protocols, IP addresses or
packet sizes. While these capabilities are sufficient
in many cases, they are largely ineffective in
well-designed attacks. Blackholing source or
destination addresses is also very effective, but
it may be impractical, especially if it removes the
availability of a service for those who need it.
It is also hard to justify blackholing large lists
of addresses, so for highly distributed attacks it
may be impractical to use this technique.

F. Scrubbers and TCP Forcing Gear
Some network providers offer a ”packet
scrubbing” solution, which front-ends a service
that examines the traffic and potentially
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intercepts it to help reduce the load on an end
service. These systems can make fine-grained
and complex decisions on which packets to
forward or not. Their primary goal is to help
shield the end customer from unnecessary load.
With DNS, these systems can force queries to
switch-over from UDP to TCP. By forcing DNS
traffic to use TCP, these scrubbers help eliminate
simple packet flooding bots from reaching their
final destination. This is because they generally
will not keep state information on flood packets
and resend them as TCP.

G. Upstream and Community Cooperation
A process that largely lacks automation, but
often has to be done is to contact upstream
network operators who are carrying packet
flooding DDoS traffic to a victim. Often they may
not even notice that their network is carrying the
traffic, but if they know about the attack they can
help track, identity and mitigate it. Unfortunately
this does not scale very well for small or frequent
attacks. It relies on the willingness among
community peers to trust and work with one
another for little immediate benefit for the
upstream operator, and possibly at significant
cost in time and effort.
DNS service providers can also cooperate
between themselves, informing one another of
ongoing threats or attacks. One such approach that
has proven helpful is for some DNS admistrators to
share which domain names turn out to be targets
of DDoS attacks. Other DNS providers can then
use this knowledge to either refuse to do business
with those potential clients or ensure they are on
an isolated infrastructure that is designed to cope
with the expected frequency and size of DDoS
attacks they may attract.

H. Botnet Infiltration and Mitigation
If you are aware of the command and control
infrastructure directing a packet flooding DDoS
attack, you may be able to completely disrupt
a botnet and prevent it from carrying out
further malicious activities. This requires inside
knowledge of the botnet, which is not always easy

to get. There are literally thousands of botnets
and finding the one responsible for a particular
attack may be difficult. If you can commandeer
a bot or infiltrate the botnet by masquerading
as a new bot you may be able to identify pieces
of the command and control infrastructure that
once disabled will render the botnet benign. Not
only is this a time consuming and technically
intensive undertaking it is not without some risk
of being discovered.

I. Calling the Cops
The risk of criminal prosecution may be the
best de terrent to future attacks, but obtaining
legal cooperation and facilitating prosecution
can be a frustrating experience. Law enforcement
operations generally require extensive trails of
physical and supplemental evidence to build up a
case. In many jurisdictions prosecution requires
a victim who is interested in even bringing a
case against an attacker. Very few organizations
or institutions go this far. Even if they do, this
process can take months. As attacks happen
on a daily basis these efforts and the delays
encountered are not encouraging for the victims
or for law enforcement.

VII Conclusions
Packet flooding DDoS attacks against the
domain name system come in various forms and
are instantiated for various reasons. Coping with
flooding attacks is done by variety of measures,
but one of the most successful is the widescale deployment of duplicated DNS service
instances through the use of anycast and local
node deployments. High-capacity links are still
useful and provide buffer for some surges in
traffic, but due to the overwhelming capacity of
bots on the Internet, high-speed links alone are
insufficient. Understanding the motivations and
finding ways to increase the risks for attackers is
an ongoing area of research. Only until we make
the cost of launching attacks approach the costs
of defending against them can we can say we’ve
been successful. We’re not there yet.
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Abstract - An analysis of real-world botnets1 demonstrates the increasing sophistication of bot2

malware and its thoughtful engineering as an effective tool for profit-motivated online crime. The
purpose of this paper is to increase understanding of the capabilities present in bot malware and
the motivations for operating botnets. Our analysis of source code and captured binaries provides
insight about:
•
•
•
•

how botnets are built
what capabilities botnets possess
how botnets are operated
how botnets are maintained and defended

Key words: bot, botnet, online crime, DDoS, fraud

I. Introduction12
Communication, resource sharing, and
curiosity have historically been the primary
* Any material furnished by Carnegie Mellon University and the Software
Engineering Institute is furnished on an “as is” basis. Carnegie Mellon
University makes no warranties of any kind, either expressed or implied
as to any matter including, but not limited to, warranty of fitness for
a particular purpose or merchantability, exclusivity or results obtained
from use of the material. Carnegie Mellon University does not make any
warranty of any kind with respect to freedom from patent, trademark, or
copyright infringement.
CERT(R) is a registered trademark and service mark of Carnegie Mellon
University.
1 Botnets are collections of computers infected with malicious code
that can be controlled remotely through a command and control
infrastructure.
2 A bot is an individual computer infected with malicious code that
participates in a botnet and carries out the commands of the botnet
controller.

motivators for underground research and
“hacking.” However, as the general public’s
participation in the internet has expanded driving
an increase in online financial transactions,
attackers have shifted their focus from curiosity
to financial gain. To accomplish this goal, they
vigorously pursue access to information and
capacity.

A. Information gathering
Most computer systems contain valuable information about the users or business activities
they support. Even when the existence and value
of information is not clear to a system’s users,
the attackers know exactly where it is located,
how to extract it, and how to profit from it.
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When systems are compromised by malicious
code, whether through remote attack or by tricking
the user into installing malware, the attacker gains
access to the information and system resources
available to the user. In many cases this equates
to administrator-level privileges and allows
the attacker access to personal or confidential
information such as usernames, passwords, email
contacts, financial information or trade secrets.
Access is not limited to persistent data available
on the hard drive or stored in the registry; it can
also include transient data, such as screen shots,
keystrokes, and network traffic observed on
connected networks.
Once the attackers have useful information, they
profit by using, trading, or selling it. This creates a
large problem for individual users and can have a
vast negative impact on organizations and possibly
the general public if valuable intellectual property
is stolen, such as customer databases, partner
information, or other sensitive data.
When an organization’s data has been stolen,
it is commonly used to perpetrate future attacks
against the organization and on its individual
members. These attacks include:
•
•
•
•

extortion
social engineering
reuse of system access credentials
attempts to gain additional access to other
organizational resources

Many organizations are dedicating additional
resources to system security, staffing, technologies and other defensive resources to protect
their information and computer systems. Although this helps to reduce the risk of successful compromises, it does not eliminate it. Determined attackers understand that successfully
compromising an organization, even if it takes
significant effort has much higher return on investment than attacking home systems. On the
other hand, despite the lower per-compromise
payoff, some attackers are attracted to individual user's systems because of the relatively low
security threshold and sheer volume of vulnerable systems.

B. Acquiring capacity
Attackers also value computing resources and
bandwidth. Mass market end-user systems continue to drop in price and improve in processing
speed and storage capacity. This trend, coupled
with the migration to high-bandwidth connections
[2005 Bandwidth Report], makes low security,
large capacity systems readily available and ripe
for misuse.
Collecting and controlling a large group of
these systems provides attackers and their collective associates (i.e., crews) enormous power.
For instance, they can use this power collectively to execute a distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attack. By creating large, geographically
dispersed botnets, attackers have been able to
launch DDoS attacks from valid source addresses, making them increasingly difficult to shutdown or filter. This type of attack has been used
in attempts to extort money from online businesses [2005 Pappalardo and Messmer].
Attackers can also use this capacity to
distribute warez,3 set up phishing sites, launch
spam campaigns, and the like. Because the
capacity belongs to other organizations and
users, the attackers’ cost and risks for engaging
in these activities is minimal.

II. Techniques for creating botnets
A. Building from scratch
Building a botnet requires only minimal
technical skill. With some exceptions, the
attacker community is ready and willing to share
its knowledge with almost anyone interested in
learning. A wealth of information is available for
download explaining how to compromise systems,
where to obtain packaged exploits, and simple
command-line and GUI-run exploit frameworks.
Many internet relay chat (IRC) channels offer
training sessions and advice to attackers just
starting out. This kind of knowledge sharing
helps the underground community to thrive.
3 Warez (pronounced “wares”) refers to illegally distributed copies of
licensed software.
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When creating a botnet, the attacker needs
vulnerable systems to exploit. Detailed lists of
IP ranges (netblocks) are shared amongst the
underground community including:

Some of the more commonly exploited
vulnerabilities used to spread bot malware have
been documented for quite some time and
include:

• netblocks ripe with vulnerable systems
• netblocks that are heavily monitored and
should be avoided
• netblocks that are unallocated or unroutable
• netblocks that are allocated to certain types
of organizations (for example colleges or
government)

• VU#568148: Microsoft Windows RPC
vulnerable to buffer overflow
• VU#753212: Microsoft LSA Service contains
buffer overflow in DsRolepInitializeLog()
function
• VU#117394: Buffer Overflow in Core
Microsoft Windows DLL

Because of the increasing number of networkconnected computer systems, attackers can
be more selective about the systems they
target. For instance, “always-on” broadband
connections make a better target because of
their high bandwidth capacity. Attackers can
leverage this capacity to assemble powerful
botnets more quickly. Therefore, attackers may
target broadband systems because they yield a
higher return on investment. A single broadband
system could provide the same bandwidth as up
to seventy dialup systems.
The educational address space (.edu) is
another popular target. Because these systems
are often poorly secured, have large storage
capacities, and feature fast network connections
from large backbone providers, they make ideal
targets for conversion to warez servers. Military
and government systems are also popular targets
for various reasons, including capacity, access to
information and other resources, and bragging
rights among the underground community. While
some attackers avoid .mil and .gov systems, others
will pay top dollar for access to these resources.

B. Vulnerability exploitation
One way computers are attacked is through
software vulnerabilities. Software vulnerabilities
may be leveraged incrementally to compromise
a system. Thus, an attacker may combine several
vulnerabilities to gain control of a computer
because a single vulnerability, in and of itself,
may not provide the level of access desired.

These vulnerabilities all have patches available
to prevent exploitation, but because many
systems are not properly administered or kept
up to date with patches, these old attacks are
good enough and continue to work with a high
rate of success. Poorly administered systems
are also susceptible to attacks using techniques
such as brute force login attempts against blank
or weak user and application passwords.

C. Social engineering
Social engineering involves convincing a user
to take an action he or she would not otherwise
take. Humans are a weak link in the security
chain, and this concept has been exploited by
criminals in both the physical and cyber worlds.
The following CERT Coordination Center Advisory
on social engineering dates from 1991:
CERT® Advisory CA-1991-04 Social Engineering
Original issue date: April 18, 1991
Last revised: September 18, 1997
http://www.cert.org/advisories/CA-1991-04.html

Email, web browser, and instant messaging
(IM) applications are some of the more commonly
used communications channels for delivering
social engineering attacks.

D. Collecting a target list
To develop a target list for social engineering
attacks, modern bot malware has the capability
to harvest email addresses, IM contact lists, and
other contact information from compromised
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systems. The malware searches the file system,
registry, PStore,4 and various address books
looking for the information it needs. Once it
compiles the contact data, the malware sends a
socially engineered attack to the targets. When the
messages are sent, they can be made to appear
as though they are from the friend, coworker, or
associate they were harvested from. Because of
this, the victim is more likely to trust the validity
of the message and perform whatever action the
attacker wants.

E. Email attacks
Email social engineering attacks usually
involve prompting the user to open an attachment
or follow an unsolicited link. When the file or
link is opened, the system becomes directly
infected with malware or is subjected to exploits
that attempt to install malware. These exploits
are commonly combined with phishing attacks
that attempt to coerce the user into providing
sensitive information.

F. Web client attacks
Web client attacks are another exploit often
coupled with social engineering to spread
malware. The victim is lured to malicious web
sites, often spoofed on other systems under
the attacker’s control, where multiple exploits
may be tried in an attempt to compromise
vulnerabilities in the victim’s browser or system.
If successful, the malware is installed without the
user’s knowledge. If this automatic compromise
technique doesn’t work, additional social
engineering techniques may be used to convince
the user to take necessary actions to complete
the malware installation.
A computer user often makes decisions based
on visual cues. An attacker can manipulate
a user’s course of action by using false visual
cues. For instance, if a bogus dialog box is
obtrusive and presented in a way that interferes
with normal operation of the computer, the user
4 Windows Protected Store is meant to provide encrypted storage for
sensitive data. Some of the data may contain authentication credentials,
browser auto-complete information, and digital certificates.

may be tricked into taking an action that results
in an instantiation of the exploit triggered by
accepting or closing the box.
One way attackers leverage this tactic is through
the use of pop-ups. Pop-ups can be triggered
from web pages that are visited, programs that
are installed on the user’s computer, and by the
built-in Windows Messenger program or other
IM programs. These malicious pop-ups tend to
state your computer is “infected” and provide
an option to download software to clean it up.
The downloaded software, however, tends to
be malware the attackers want to install on the
victim’s system.

G. Instant messaging attacks
Attacks similar to the ones using email communications are also being applied to harvested
IM contacts. In these attacks the harvested IM
contacts are sent unsolicited instant messages
from the compromised user’s account. These
messages look legitimate but in reality take the
user to malicious web sites or begin the download and installation of malicious files. Social engineering attacks utilizing IM have been seen for
some time, as documented in CERT Coordination
Center Incident Note from 2002:
CERT® Incident Note IN-2002-03
Social Engineering Attacks via IRC and Instant Messaging
Release Date: March 19, 2002
http://www.cert.org/incident_notes/IN-2002-03.html

H. Hijacking, purchasing, and trading
Another way to acquire a botnet is through
hijacking (“jacking”) or stealing it from another
attacker. Hijacking can be accomplished by
using packet sniffer functionality included in
most bot malware. Botnet command and control
(C&C) communications tend to be unencrypted,
and since it’s not uncommon for multiple bot
infections to be located on the same network or
system, attackers commonly instruct their bots
to sniff network traffic looking for competing
botnet communications. Intercepted C&C
communications provide an attacker most of the
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information needed to locate and “jack” another
attacker’s botnet.

processing them and become extremely slow or
stop responding.

Botnets are also one of the many things
available for sale in the underground economy
found on the internet. The market for botnets is
competitive, and they are sold to anyone willing to
pay the asking price. A deployed and functional
botnet typically goes for $0.04 to $0.10 per
compromised system [2004 Leyden]). If existing
bot malware or botnets don’t meet an attacker’s
particular needs, custom-designed bot malware
and networks can be ordered for a price.

SYN flooding6 could be used as a bandwidth
consumption attack, but is generally used as an
attack against the TCP protocol stack on the target
system. Because the client executing the DDoS
attack never sends the final ACK packet required to
complete the “TCP 3-way Handshake,”7 the memory
used to hold the connection half open is consumed
until a timer expires and it is eventually freed. While
the amount of memory allocated to this half-open
queue can be increased, even if it were set up to
handle 10,000 connections, it would require less
than 1,200 packets per second to stall the service.
With bots capable of sending hundreds of SYN
packets per second, the number of bots required
to take down a single service is small compared to
botnets that often contain thousands of systems.

As with many markets, trading for goods or
services is an option. The possibilities are endless,
but some of the items commonly bartered for
bots include physical goods, such as computers
and jewelry, batches of credit card information,
shell accounts on servers, or even other botnets.

III. Bot capabilities
A. Distributed denial of service attacks
Current bot variants commonly include the
ability to participate in distributed denial of
service (DDoS)5 attacks against internet targets
for revenge, profit or bragging rights. The basic
idea behind a DDoS attack is to exhaust some
resource required to provide a service, slowing
or stopping the ability to process legitimate
requests. Some of the more common DDoS
capabilities found in modern bot code include
ICMP ECHO, UDP, and SYN flooding, as well as
application-specific attacks against common
internet services such as HTTP and IRC.

B. Flooding attacks
ICMP and UDP flooding attacks target the
bandwidth used to provide services. They generally work by sending either a large volume of
data that consumes all the bandwidth of a connection or by sending so many packets that the
connection, routers, or servers are overwhelmed
5 For additional explanation of DoS and DDoS, see “What is a Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) Attack and What Can I Do About It?” – http://
www.cert.org/homeusers/ddos.html.

C. DDoS extortion
DDoS extortion attempts tend to follow a similar
pattern, starting with a “sample” attack followed
by an email or other communication threatening
a larger DDoS attack if money is not paid to the
attacker. If the extortion attempt is timed for major
events at the commerce site (like the launch of a
new product), the targeted sites have the potential
to lose millions of dollars in revenue and may make
the business decision to pay the attacker as a form
of risk management. As an added benefit of paying,
the attacker may also offer to “protect” the site from
other DDoS attacks. Like any criminal racket, there
are no guarantees that the attacker will not still
attack or will actually perform any protection. Once
the word is out that the site paid extortion money,
many other attackers may attempt to do the same.

D. Exploit scanning/autorooting
Bots commonly include port scanners that try to
locate open ports on systems. As bot malware has
evolved, these basic scanners have been enhanced
with advanced exploit scanners and mass autorooter
6 CERT® Advisory CA-1996-21 TCP SYN Flooding and IP Spoofing
Attacks – http://www.cert.org/advisories/CA-1996-21.html.
7 Additional information on TCP 3-way Handshake can be located at:
http://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc793.txt.

scanners and mass autorooter functionality. The sample output shown in Figure 1 was
taken from an rbot variant and is representative of the format of scanning status update
messages seen in bots. It also includes a sample of some of the more commonly targeted
vulnerabilities.
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<botherder>
<bot12345>

.scanstats
[SCAN]: Exploit Statistics: WebDav: 0, NetBios: 0, NTPass: 0,
Dcom135: 0, Dcom445: 0, Dcom1025: 0, Dcom2: 0, MSSQL: 0,
Beagle1: 0, Beagle2: 0, MyDoom: 0, lsass: 10, Optix: 0, UPNP:
0, NetDevil: 0, DameWare: 0, Kuang2: 0, Sub7: 0, WKSSVCE: 0,
WKSSVCO: 0, Total: 0 in 0d 0h 1m.
Figure 1: Exploit Scanner Statistics.

Figure 1 - Exploit Scanner Statistics.
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Phase 1 – connect to the backdoor or vulnerable service

if(fconnect(sSock, (LPSOCKADDR)&ssin, sizeof(ssin)) != SOCKET_ERROR)
Phase 1: Connects to
Phase 2 – exploit vulnerability or authenticate to gain controlMyDoom backdoor
{

Phase 3 – upload or command the target to download a copy of the bot malware
if(fsend(sSock, (char*)MyDoomTrailor, 5, 0) == 5) {
Phase 2: sends
Phase
4 – execute the bot malware on the newly compromisedMyDoomTrailor
system
to
provide the
“authentication”

8

VU#568148 - Microsoft
Windows RPC vulnerable to buffer overflow GetModuleFileName(0,botfile,MAX_PATH);
http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/568148
FILE* pFile;
if((pFile = fopen(botfile, "rb")) == NULL)
return FALSE;

Phase 3: Sends a copy
of itself to MyDoom
infected machine

7

while(!feof(pFile)) {
int nRead = fread(szBuffer, 1, sizeof(szBuffer), pFile);
int nSent = fsend(sSock, szBuffer, nRead, 0);
if(nRead != nSent) {
fclose(pFile);
fclosesocket(sSock);
fWSACleanup();
return FALSE;
}
}
fclose(pFile);
success = TRUE;

Phase 4: Disconnects,
causing the uploaded
bot to execute.
NOTE: No additional
action is required to
execute the file because
the backdoors purpose
is to receive a file and
execute it.

}
}

…

Figure 2 - MyDoom-A Spreader.

Figure 2: MyDoom-A Spreader.

Download and installation

Nearly all bots contain functionality that allows for FTP, TFTP, or HTTP download and
execution of binaries. This is the primary method used for updating malicious code in the

URL and makes it look as though it is being referred from the second URL listed.
Expanding on this example, an entire botnet could be directed to click on hundreds of
target URLs at random intervals generating a steady stream of revenue that would be
difficult to detect.
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<botherder>
<bot12345>

.visit http://www.cert.org/ http://www.referingsite-URL.com/
site visited.
Figure 3: Click Fraud.

Figure 3 - Click Fraud.
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as high as 35% [2005 Penenberg]. According to

E. Download and installation
Nearly all bots contain functionality that allows for FTP, TFTP, or HTTP download and execution of binaries. This is the primary method
used for updating malicious code in the botnet,
but it is not limited to bot updates. It can be used
to download any file the attacker commands it
to. These files can be launched immediately or
at some later time. This ability to download and
execute arbitrary programs is often used to install additional malware, such as spyware, adware, or other tools that can be leveraged by the
attacker.

F. Click fraud
Click fraud happens when visits, generated by
illegitimate means, made to an online advertisement, or other resource charged to the sponsor

9 Olsen’s article:

As a result, U.S. sales from advertiser-paid
search results are expected to grow 25
percent this year to $3.2 billion, up from $2.5
billion in 2003, according to research firm
eMarketer. From 2002 to 2003, the market
rose by 175 percent.
Applying a conservative 10% approach to the
figure cited above, click fraud would account for
a market loss of $320 million.

G. Server-class services
To facilitate the operation of botnets, bot
malware can include useful services like HTTP
and FTP. These types of services allow bots
to instantiate host services on a compromised
system. Services like:
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• phishing sites
• web pages where infected systems can log
their infection status
• malware download sites
• spyware data drop off sites
• bot command and control sites
FTP services make bots useful as malware
download sites and data drops for spyware and
phishing. FTP servers are also popular for the
distribution of warez.
Because sending spam is profitable and a
good use for bots, an email engine may also be
included in the bot malware. These engines accept commands to configure the spam campaign
parameters, generally including URLs to get up
to date email address lists and message content.
Once the spam job is configured, the bots begin
mass mailing until they are told to stop or until
they run out of targets or are detected and shut
down. Large-scale spamming can sometimes be
detected by monitoring the volume of emails sent
from a particular IP or email account in a given
time period. This detection method, however, is
prone to missing bots used for spamming, especially when the bots are set to rate limit the messages they send or to send messages at random
intervals. When there are 10,000 or more bots
working to process a mailing list, even 100 messages per bot over the course of a couple hours
will result in a million emails being sent with a
low likelihood of detection.
Generic backdoor functionality primarily consists of instantiating command shells on compromised systems. Attackers use these backdoor
shells to connect to the bots for various administrative purposes. In some cases the command
shells are not listening for connections, but rather initiate outbound reverse shell connections to
a system where the attacker has a listener waiting. The technique of shoveling9 the shell back
to the attacker is done to increase the likelihood
of bypassing firewalls or other security devices.
9 Shoveling a shell refers to a shell connection where the shell server
initiates the network connection calling out to the listening shell client.
In effect, the client and server roles are reversed at connection time.

Running these services on bots has several
advantages to an attacker. First, the bots are
generally well distributed and utilize the systems
of private individuals. This makes them hard to
track and shutdown. Second, botnets can consist
of thousands of bots, so moving the service from
one infected system to another is trivial for the
bot herder.10 Third, the resources are free, at least
for the attacker. Finally, by using home computers, which rarely have security infrastructure to
log and track the activity, the risk of detection
and attribution to the attacker is low.

H. Gateway and proxy functions
As mentioned above, attackers use infected
systems as servers to avoid detection and
attribution to themselves. Proxy functionality
assists the evasive activities of attackers.
Commonly observed proxy functions include:
•
•
•
•

generic port redirection
HTTP proxy
Socks proxy
IRC bounce

I. Generic port redirection
Generic port redirection found in bot malware
can cause inbound network connections to
be sent directly to another system. These can
usually redirect any IP-based service, including
all TCP and UDP requests.
Generic port redirection makes the bots useful
as generic “bounces” through which attackers
can obfuscate their true location. For example,
attackers can hide their locations as they access
IRC servers to control their botnets. If attackers
send their connection through a compromised
system in the United States, then through one in
Russia, then North Korea, and finally connect to
the IRC server, tracing them can become nearly
impossible. This same technique can be used
when spamming, launching phishing attacks,
attacking internet-facing systems, or any other
activity to avoid attribution.
10 “Bot herder” refers to the attacker that is controlling the collection of
compromised systems (bots).
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A more specific example of generic redirection
is GRE11 tunneling. Attackers can use this technique
to set up virtual circuits across the internet to cause
traffic to flow the way they want as well as to hide
the original source. GRE also has the advantage
of not being limited to TCP- and UDP-based
protocols. It can encapsulate and deliver almost
any sort of packet through the routed tunnel.

J. HTTP and HTTPS proxy
An HTTP proxy is a specific kind of proxy that
can be used to access internet resources and
make it appear as though the attacker’s sessions
are originating from the bot-infected system.
To use bots as proxies, attackers simply need
to issue commands to start the proxies and set
their browsers to use the bots’ IP addresses as
the proxy servers. Any site tracking visitors will
now show the bots’ IP instead of the attackers’.
Some bots’ HTTP proxies also include the ability
to proxy HTTPS.

K. SOCKS proxy
SOCKS is a protocol that can be used to
proxy TCP- and UDP-based services. As is the
case with most malware proxy functionality,
the SOCKS proxy’s main purpose is to hide the
attacker’s true IP address.
12

Selling or renting SOCKS-capable bots for
use in spam distribution is common. Because
the bot-infected systems are usually well
distributed across many internet-connected
systems, the proxies’ IP addresses are not likely
to be included in spam server blacklists. Even
when they are detected and identified as spam
proxies, the bots are easy to move, sell, or trade
with other bot herders who can use these bots
for other functions. These factors are part of
what makes the likelihood of tracking, blocking,
or shutting down all of the spam relays relatively
low.
11 GRE – Generic routing encapsulation is a protocol that can be used
to tunnel arbitrary network layer protocols such as IP, IPX, IPSec,
ICMP, Appletalk, etc. inside other network layer protocols. It is most
commonly used to route non-IP protocols across IP-based networks.
12 SOCKS is defined in RFC1928.
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L. IRC bounce
An IRC bounce is another form of proxy
specific to IRC connections. By hiding behind
the IP addresses of other people’s compromised
systems, the attacker achieves a layer of
anonymity for activities such as botnet C&C. This
exploit also protects against targeted attacks
from other attackers. Damage from any DDoS
efforts targeted at the attacker simply effects the
victim’s connection while the attacker quickly
switches to another compromised system to
continue his or her communications with only
minor inconvenience.

M. Spyware features
To increase the revenue potential per individual
bot, spyware features have been engineered
into the malware. With these new capabilities, a
compromised system is not only valuable for its
computing resources and bandwidth, but also
for the data belonging to the system’s users.
Spyware functionality often includes:
•
•
•
•
•

keylogging
taking screen shots
browser tracking
packet capture
data theft

Armed with spyware, bots can be used to
steal valuable personal information and deliver it
to attackers for use or sale.
The primary method for retrieving captured
data is to automatically upload it to central
locations called “drops.” These automatic uploads
can be triggered by a variety of pre-defined
conditions, including elapsed time, quantity of
captures taken, specific data triggers, or any
other trigger defined by the malware author.
Alternatively, the captures can be stored on the
compromised system and harvested at a later
time through a backdoor built into the malware.

N. Keylogging
Software key loggers capture keyboard events
and record user keystroke data before it is sent
to the intended application for processing.
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This means that even SSL and VPN protected
applications are vulnerable because the data
is capture by the spyware prior to encryption.
Keyloggers usually turn their capture on or off
based on keywords or events. Some of the more
commonly targeted data includes:
•
•
•
•

credit card information
authentication credentials
personal information useful for identify theft
email and IM content

Collecting all data related to a computing
environment can create a volume of data that
is difficult or inefficient to mine for valuable
information. Because of this, botnet malware has
evolved and now frequently includes features to
limit collected data based on environment filters,
such as the active process names, active window
title, keyword triggers in URLs, web pages, and
email content. Focusing the collection parameters
and filtering out the noise has helped the attackers
increase the value of the collected data.

O. Screen capture
Much like keylogging, screen captures target
data that can be used for financially motivated
crimes. When a trigger occurs, such as a keyword
appearing in a window or title bar, a screenshot13
is captured and made available to the attacker. In
some cases, this capability has been extended to
enabling webcams and microphones on systems
to capture audio and video feeds.

P. Packet capture
Packet sniffing capabilities in bots generally
have two goals. The first is the capture of online
credentials, and the second is sniffing information
about other botnets. Evidence of this can be seen
from source code and binary analysis of bots. The
function names and keywords shown in Figure 4
were taken from a popular bot.
Although any keyword could be targeted,
the real world examples shown in Figure 4 are
13 A screenshot is a picture of the current contents of the screen. It records
a picture of what is displayed on the computer monitor at the moment
it is taken.

representative of many bots and illustrate the
general intent of the current generation of packet
sniffing functions included in bot malware.

Q. Registry and hard drive searching
Bot malware may include functions that search
the system registry and hard drive for items of
value. Some of the common items searched for
include:
•
•
•
•
•

CD keys
email addresses
IM contact information
clipboard content
Windows Protected Storage

Some games store their CD keys in the registry
or in files on the user’s hard disk. If these can
be recovered, they can be used directly or sold
to people engaged in warez or software pirating
activities. Software piracy is big business: “Criminals
have been quick to realize the connection with
counterfeit products and huge financial rewards.”
[2000 Cuciz] According to the Cuciz article,
worldwide revenue loss on business applications
topped $12.2 billion in the year 2000 with losses
from the video gaming industry approaching
almost 109,000 jobs, $4.5 billion in wages, and $1
billion in tax revenue.
Some of the most valuable information used to
spread malware and facilitate spamming activity
includes valid email and IM contact information. A
few of the more common techniques for harvesting
this information are listed in Figure 5.
Microsoft Windows contains a service called the
Protected Store. Its purpose is to provide encrypted
storage for sensitive data. The following are some
examples of data that might be in the PStore:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outlook passwords
passwords for websites
MSN Explorer passwords
Internet Explorer AutoComplete passwords
Internet Explorer AutoComplete fields
digital certificates

Even though the PStore is encrypted, access
to it is indirectly controlled by the data owner’s
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bool IsSuspiciousBot(const char *szBuf) – looks for keywords related to bot activity. Some examples
include:
"JOIN #"
"302 "
"366 "
":.login"
":!login"
":!Login"
":.Login"
":.ident"
":!ident"
":.hashin"
":!hashin"
":.secure"
":!secure"
bool IsSuspiciousIRC(const char *szBuf) – looks for keywords related to interesting IRC activity.
Examples include:
“OPER “
“NICK “
“oper "
“You are now an IRC Operator”
bool IsSuspiciousFTP(const char *szBuf) – looks for FTP authentication credentials triggered by
keywords such as USER and PASS.
bool IsSuspiciousHTTP(const char *szBuf) – may attempt to gather HTTP based authentication
credentials and other valuable data. In this sample bot, the keywords appear to target paypal cookies.
"paypal"
"PAYPAL"
"PAYPAL.COM"
"paypal.com"
"Set-Cookie: "
bool IsSuspiciousVULN(const char *szBuf) – looks for keywords that indicate vulnerable server
versions. Examples include:
"OpenSSL/0.9.6"
"Serv-U FTP Server"
"OpenSSH_2"
Figure 4: Packet Capture Filters.

Figure 4 - Packet Capture Filters.
login credentials. Since most botnet malware phishing capabilities. When users are browsing
runs under the security context of the user who the internet with infected systems, keywords can
Although any keyword could be targeted, the real world examples shown in Figure 4 are
is logged on, accessing most of this data store is trigger the bot to display pre-built fake pages
representative of many bots and illustrate the general intent of the current generation of
programmatically trivial using the PStore API. Even included in the malware or redirect the user to
packet sniffing functions included in bot malware.
though the PStore API is largely undocumented a phishing web site. These pages and web sites
by Microsoft,
explanations and display replicas of the original targeted sites.
Registry publicly
and hardavailable
drive searching
source code are available on the internet to help These phishing sites attempt to log and steal
Bot malware may include functions that search the system registry and hard drive for
malware authors with their development efforts.
personal data.

items of value. Some of the common items searched for include:

R. PhishingCD keys

As personal
information
email
addresses theft has increased,
botnet malware
has information
begun to incorporate
IM contact

Attacks sometimes pass the login credentials
to the legitimate site or display an error message
and then transfer the user to the real site for
another login attempt. These techniques are

14

Some of the most valuable information used to spread malware and facilitate spamming
activity includes valid email and IM contact information. A few of the more common
techniques
harvesting
this information
are listed in Figure 5.
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Enumerating the registry for .NET MSN Messenger buddy emails
Searching for ICQ buddy file location and enumerating the contents
Searching for the Windows Address Book file and enumerating it’s contents
Searching the hard disk for file that might contain email address data and then parsing
those files looking for strings that match email address patterns. Some of the commonly
targeted file extensions include:
o .asp
o .dhtm
o .doc
o .htm
o .html
o .inbox
o .js
o .msg
o .php
o .rtf
o .txt
o .vcf
o .wab
o .xhtm
o .xml
Figure 5: Searching the System.

Figure 5 - Searching the System.
another form of social engineering used to hide
the fact that the user has been the victim of a
phishing scam.

functions:

• .advscan – botnet command to scan for
vulnerableStore.
systems
Microsoft Windows contains a service called the Protected
Its purpose is to
lsass_445
attempt
to exploit
vulnerable
provide encrypted storage for sensitive data. The• following
are– some
examples
of data
hosts using VU#753212
that might be
in the
PStore:technologies
IV. Command
and
control
• 150 – the number of concurrent threads
• 3 – the number of seconds to delay between
Outlookfor
passwords
A. IRC servers
command and control
scans
passwords
for websites
The most
commonly
used C&C server type is
• 9999 – specified amount of time to perform
internet relay chat (IRC). These servers are favored
the scanning activity
because they require very minimal effort and
• -r – the IP addresses it attempts to scan
administration for use in C&C. Attackers can use 15
should be generated randomly
public IRC networks or build their own networks.
• -s – the scan should be silent and not report
Private IRC servers can be co-located at “bullet
its findings back in the channel
proof”14 (BP) hosting providers that guarantee
uptime, or the software can be installed on a
B. Web-based command and control
compromised system.
Another method attackers use to control a
The IRC channel topic can instruct compro- botnet is HTTP. Attackers most commonly conmised systems within the botnet to perform a figure bot malware to instruct the compromised
specified action. The channel topic shown in Fig- system to access a PHP script on a web site with
ure 6 directs the system to perform the following its system-identifying information embedded in
the URL. A web interface can be created to track
14 The term “bullet proof” hosting implies that the services offered can
and control the botnet. Figures 7 and 9 presnot be shutdown. These facilities tend to be located overseas or offshore
where laws may not be present or as strict.
ent web-based C&C interface views. Attackers
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Figure 6: IRC Command and Control.

Figure 6 - IRC Command and Control.

The IRC channel topic can instruct compromised systems within the botnet to perform a
specified action. The channel topic shown in Figure 6 directs the system to perform the
following functions:
.advscan – botnet command to scan for vulnerable systems

lsass_445 – attempt to exploit vulnerable hosts using VU#753212
150 – the number of concurrent threads
3

– the number of seconds to delay between scans

9999 – specified amount of time to perform the scanning activity

-r – the IP addresses it attempts to scan should be generated randomly

-s – the scan should be silent and not report its findings back in the channel

Web-based command and control

Another method attackers use to control a botnet is HTTP. Attackers most commonly
configure bot malware to instruct the compromised system to access a PHP script on a
web site with its system-identifying information embedded in the URL. A web interface
can be created to track and control the botnet. Figures 7 and 9 present web-based C&C
interface views. Attackers use the interface to send commands to an individual system or
to the entire botnet via the HTTP protocol. A more covert way for the malware to receive
its commands is for it to query a web site under the attacker’s control. The malware is
engineered to know what information to expect and how to convert that information to
valid commands. Figure 7: Web-based Command and Control - Reporting Interface.
Figure 7 - Web-based Command and Control - Reporting Interface.

Upon infection, the compromised system attempts to contact the web-based C&C server
and notify it of the machine’s IP address, what
17 port its proxy is running on and its
machine identification string. This information can be used to identify and communicate
with individual bots. Samples of this information are shown in Figure 7.
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Upon infection, the compromised system attempts to contact the web-based C&C server
and notify it of the machine’s IP address, what port its proxy is running on and its
machine identification string. This information can be used to identify and communicate
withBotnets
individual
Samples
of thisCrime
information are shown in Figure 7.
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GET
/script/logger.php? p=45324 &machineid=SOJXXHNSAKNTUBVWQBGYBBXAQKIHMPU&connection=1&iplan=
HTTP/1.1
Host: WebBased-C&C-domain-name.com
Cache-Control: no-cache
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Fri, 01 Jul 2005 15:22:06 GMT
Server: Apache/1.3.31 (Unix)
Connection: close
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
Content-Type: text/html

Figure 8: Sample HTTP Logging of Infection.

Figure 8 - Sample HTTP Logging of Infection.
use the interface to send commands to an individual system or to the entire botnet via the
HTTP protocol. A more covert way for the malware to receive its commands is for it to query a
web site under the attacker’s control. The mal18
ware is engineered to know what information to
expect and how to convert that information to
valid commands.

Upon infection, the compromised system
attempts to contact the web-based C&C server
and notify it of the machine’s IP address, what
port its proxy is running on and its machine
identification string. This information can
be used to identify and communicate with
individual bots. Samples of this information are
shown in Figure 7.
The cmd.php page shown in Figure 9 is an
example of a web page used by bot herders
to send commands to compromised systems
within the botnet. These commands are entered
into the page which then creates a command
page (cmd.txt) that is loaded to a botnet herding
server. The compromised systems query for the
cmd.txt file every 5 seconds and then perform
any of the commands issued to them. Examples
of these commands direct bots to do the
following:
• download and execute files from a URL
• execute shell commands
• adjust the storage location of screen
captures and URL logs
• adjust the hosts file on the compromised

system

P2P command and control
Peer-to-peer
(P2P)
is
another
C&C
architecture used by the attacker community
to control botnets. The key feature of P2P as a
command and control structure is that it has no
central server that can be shutdown to disable
the botnet. Two of the more established pieces
of botnet malware that have implemented
P2P command and control are Phatbot15 and
Sinit.16
Phatbot utilizes the Gnutella cache servers
to establish its list of seed peers. The P2P
protocol used on the compromised systems is a
modified version of the WASTE17 protocol. Sinit
establishes its list of peers by randomly sending
out packets and utilizes digitally signed code to
ensure only specified files are executed.

DNS command and control
While the command and control architectures
listed above are the most prevalent, the
attacker community will continue to adapt and
look for new botnet communication channels.
In a unique and unexpected example Dan
Kaminsky demonstrated he could broadcast
streaming radio over a covert channel located
in DNS [4]. Another novel example was a piece
15 Technical analysis can be located at: http://www.lurhq.com/phatbot.html.
16 Technical analysis can be located at: http://www.lurhq.com/sinit.html.
17 Additional information regarding WASTE can be located at: http://
waste.sourceforge.net/.
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Figure 9: Web -based Command and Control - Command Interface
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Figure 9that
- Web
-based Command
and Control
- Command
Interface
malware
to connect to a fully qualified domain name
of malware
constructed
a DNS-style
name
using a hard-coded domain name, which it then (FQDN) rather than an IP address. If an attacker uses
The cmd.php page shown in Figure 9 is an example of a web page used by bot herders to
attempted to resolve using the gethostbyname() an IP address, and that IP address is removed from
send commands to compromised systems within the botnet. These commands are entered
API. The DNS server authoritative for the the internet (routed to a blackhole or physically
into the page which then creates a command page (cmd.txt) that is loaded to a botnet
queried domain responded with an answer that shutdown), the attacker will lose all control of his or
herding server. The compromised systems query for the cmd.txt file every 5 seconds and
contained encoded information for the system. her botnet. If an FQDN is used, both the IP address(s)
then perform any of the commands issued to them. Examples of these commands direct
This made the C&C traffic look like legitimate and the FQDN would need to be removed before the
bots to do the following:
DNS resolution traffic. The biggest advantage attacker would lose total control of the botnet.
to using DNS as a C&C mechanism is that DNS
download and execute files from a URL Attackers will either buy an FQDN (usually with a
is used by everyone and is permitted through
stolen credit card) or use one provided by dynamic
execute shell commands
the majority of firewalls. Even when a localized
DNS (DDNS)
providers.
Some DDNS providers
adjust the storage location of screen captures
and URL
logs
DNS server is used and DNS queries are blocked
also
offer
free
sub-domains.
By utilizing multiple
adjust the hosts file on the compromised system
by the firewall, the local DNS sever could still
sub-domains, the attackers are able to hide their
forward queries to the authoritative server and
malicious activities. Some of these activities include
P2P command and control
the C&C traffic would still pass through the
balancing requests, creating staging areas and
Peer-to-peer (P2P) is another C&C architectureload
used
by the attacker community to
firewall.
implementing relays. Another advantage to using
control botnets. The key feature of P2P as a command and control structure is that it has
DDNS
is that
theymore
set their
Time To Live
no central server that can be shutdown to disable
theproviders
botnet. Two
of the
established
(TTL) value on their domains relatively low (five
V. Defending the botnet
minutes or less), which means changes made to
an FQDN take effect almost immediately with very
A. Preserving availability via DNS
To maintain C&C server availability and prevent minimal downtime. The attackers’ abuse of dynamic
complete shutdown, attackers often configure DNS providers has given them greater flexibility in
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how they avoid the detection and shutdown of their
infrastructure.

knowledge or packet captures of command
sequences to control the botnet.

B. Authentication

D. Customized IRC daemons

Bot
herders
often
employ
password
authentication in their bots to block unauthorized
use. In the malware binaries, the password is
sometimes stored in clear text, but increasingly,
methods have been devised to prevent analysis
and disclosure to would-be “jackers” and those in
the IT security community. A common technique
for protecting the password involves keeping it
encoded, then encoding the password the user
supplies just before the compare. A similar
technique is to use a checksum value to represent
the password and to calculate a checksum on the
supplied password for comparison.

Like bot code, IRC daemons (IRCd) are
publicly available and reused amongst the
attacker community. Attackers can use out of
the box configurations or customize the IRCd
to meet their needs. Some commonly observed
modifications include performance optimizations
for running botnets done by stripping out
the overhead functionality necessary to run
legitimate, full-service IRC networks. Other
observed modifications that focus on secrecy
and protecting the botnet include:

Other forms of authentication include:
• IRC server and channel passwords
• verifying the username or domain of the
would-be controller
• verifying IRC server name

C. Modifying the command language
Stealing botnets requires knowledge about
how to control the bots being stolen. Because a
lot of bot code is recycled, the commands and
authentication mechanisms are becoming widely
known. Additionally, there are well known bot
communication signatures coded into intrusion
detection systems (IDS), intrusion prevention
systems (IPS), and other bots’ packet capture
filters that look for known bot commands. These
are some of the reasons that some attackers
modify the command and control language used
by their bots.
For example, attackers commonly change
the login command. In rbot, the default login
command is login. An attacker could easily
change this to nigol,18 or something more
obscure, raising the barriers for detection and
jacking. Other command names can be modified
just as easily, so even if a competitor acquired the
passwords, he or she would still need detailed
18 nigol – login typed backwards

• removing the /who, /list, and /stats
commands
• adding alerts to the operator in the channel
when any of the above commands are
attempted
• hard coding the IRCd to report a low
number of users, even though thousands
may exist
• setting default channel modes to include:
+i, +p, +s, +t19

E. SSL
If clear-text bot communications are captured,
the data may reveal the bot authentication
information and commands used for control
of the bot. Rivals can use this information to
take control and IT security personnel can
use it to remove bots from infected systems.
Consequently, some attackers implement SSL
encryption to protect the communications
between the bot and the command and control
system. Although SSL-enabled bots have been
observed in the wild, it is still a relatively rare
protection mechanism due to the overhead
involved in implementation and because
many public IRC servers do not support SSL19 IRC option meanings (continued bottom of page 22):
+i – sets the channel to only accept requests to join from invited clients
+p – attempts to keep the channel secret by not showing it in /WHO,/
NAMES or /LIST listings
+s – attempts to keep the channel secret by not showing it in /WHO, /
NAMES or /LIST listings
+t – only channel ops my change the topic
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encryption. Another reason SSL is not widely
used is because it has not been a necessary
feature to maintain a profitable botnet. If traffic
capture begins to cut too deeply into the profits
of attackers, there is no doubt the use of network
encryption will begin to rise.

F. Securing the system
After a bot is installed on a system, the
attacker will want to secure it and remove other
malware to secure the resource from being
stolen by competitors. Secondarily an attacker
will secure his or her botnet to make sure
system performance is not degraded by other
running malware. To do this, some bot variants
take steps to secure vulnerabilities in the system
such as disabling DCOM or network shares.
A common technique for removing competing
malware is to search for processes, registry
entries, and files related to known malware and
then try to disable or remove them from the
system.
The code presented in Figure 10 is from an
sdbot derivative, but very similar functionality
is found in code present in most bots, as well
as other types of malware. The list of malicious
program files is easily modified as new threats
to the bot asset become more widespread. When
this code is executed, it terminates any running
processes having the names listed and attempts
to delete the files associated with those processes.
In this particular instance, the code continues to
monitor for new instances of malware, checking
for new processes every 1.5 seconds.
Many of the techniques used to secure the
system can be used in reverse when the bots are
commanded to remove themselves. This means
that even after the bot malware is removed, the
system can be left with open vulnerabilities that
need to be secured to prevent future infections.
Figure 11 shows sample code from a bot that
leaves a system in an un-secure state as it is
removing itself. The comment in the source
code is “/// should unsecure system as
remove bot to allow recycling //,” a
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clear indication that this is done to make future
infections more likely.

G. Disabling security applications and
updates
Bot malware includes functionality to disable
a number of security mechanisms. Commonly
targeted security applications include the
Windows XP built-in firewall and its anti-spyware
technology, other manufacturers’ anti-spyware
tools, anti-virus applications, and security or
management tools that may be used to detect,
kill, or remove the bot malware from the system.
There are many ways to terminate or block
access to these applications, but the most common
approach includes walking the list of running
processes, comparing them against a static list of
process names known to be associated with the
application types listed above, and terminating
any matching processes. This is, unfortunately,
a simple technique, but it is still very effective.
This process is similar to the method shown in
Figure 10 used to terminate competing malware
that might be installed on the system.
Disabling security updates can be done
by blocking access to internet sites that the
applications use for downloading updates and
new signatures. Since the security software may
require these updates to detect new malware, this
action may prevent tools like anti-virus software
from detecting the particular version of the bot that
the system is infected with even after a signature
has been developed. A technique commonly used
to cut off the application from its update site is
modifying the user’s hosts file, inserting entries
for the update site’s domain names that point
to 127.0.0.120 or to some other address of the
attackers choosing. This keeps the IP address
from properly resolving and effectively blocks
the software from connecting and downloading
updates. On Windows XP systems, the hosts file is
stored in C:\Windows\System32\drivers\etc. One
countermeasure is to look at this file for unusual
20 127.0.0.1 is commonly referred to as the loopback address and is used to
represent “this” host. Traffic sent to it will be routed to the local system
and does not generally reach the internet or other network hosts.
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Malware starts a thread that executes an infinite loop similar to the ProcessKill function shown below:
const char *ProcessnamesToKill[18] = {
// W32.Blaster.Worm
"msblast.exe",
"tftpd.exe",
// W32.Blaster.B.Worm
"penis32.exe",
// W32.Blaster.C.Worm
"index.exe",
"root32.exe",
"teekids.exe",
// W32.Blaster.D.Worm
"mspatch.exe",
// W32.Blaster.E.Worm
"mslaugh.exe",
// W32.Blaster.F.Worm
"enbiei.exe",
// Backdoor.IRC.Cirebot
"worm.exe",
"lolx.exe",
"dcomx.exe",
"rpc.exe",
"rpctest.exe",
// common trojan filenames
"scvhost.exe",
"bot.exe",
NULL
};
Pseudo Code to represent ProcessKill
{
Infinite_loop {
for each process in running process {
if process in ProcessnamesToKill array {
terminate the process
delete the file associated with the process
}
}
pause for 1.5 seconds
} // restart loop (infinite_loop)
Figure 10 - Terminate Competing Malware.

Figure
10 - Terminate
Competing
Malware.about
entries
which
may reveal
information
whether a system is infected.

Binary obfuscation includes techniques like
packing21 the executable file to make it difficult
The code presented in Figure 10 is from an sdbot derivative, but very similar
to reverse engineer or to pull valuable strings
Attackers
can also
createinanother
host’s in
filemost
in bots, as well as other types of malware. The
functionality
is found
code present
data from a captured bot binary. Some other
a separate
then modify
system
list of location
maliciousand
program
files is the
easily
modified as new threats to the bot asset become
forms of obfuscation commonly encountered
more
When use
this the
codenew
is executed,
it terminates any running processes having
registry
to widespread.
make the system
host’s
involve encoding the strings used by the
the names
listed
and attempts
file instead.
This
is useful
becausetoitdelete
hidesthe
thefiles associated with those processes. In this
binary such as passwords, C&C information,
particularfrom
instance,
code that
continues
monitor
for new instances of malware, checking
modifications
mosttheusers
wouldtonot
and commands. The bot code then executes a
for
new
processes
every
1.5
seconds.
know to look for an alternate host’s file.
21 In the context of malware, packing generally refers to compressing or
obfuscating a file so that it can not be directly analyzed without first
unpacking the file.

H. Binary obfuscation
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prevent future infections. Figure 11 shows sample code from a bot that leaves a system
in an un-secure state as it is removing itself. The comment in the source code is “///
should unsecure system as remove bot to allow recycling //,” a clear
indication that this is done to make future infectionsNicholas
more likely.
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#ifdef WIN32
/// should unsecure system as remove bot to allow recycling //
// Set EnableDCOM to "Y"
HKEY hkey=NULL; DWORD dwSize=128; char szDataBuf[128];
strcpy(szDataBuf, "Y"); dwSize=strlen(szDataBuf);
lRet=RegOpenKeyEx(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "Software\\Microsoft\\OLE", 0, KEY_READ, hkey);
RegSetValueEx(hkey, "EnableDCOM", NULL, REG_SZ, (unsigned char*)szDataBuf, dwSize);
RegCloseKey(hkey);
// UnSecure Shares
Execute("net.exe", "net
Execute("net.exe", "net
Execute("net.exe", "net
Execute("net.exe", "net
Execute("net.exe", "net

share
share
share
share
share

c$=c:\\");
d$=d:\\");
e$=e:\\");
ipc$");
admin$");

// Delete Autostart
if(g_pMainCtrl->m_cBot.as_enabled.bValue)
g_pMainCtrl->m_cInstaller.RegStartDel(g_pMainCtrl->m_cBot.as_valname.sValue);
if(g_pMainCtrl->m_cBot.as_service.bValue)
ServiceDel(g_pMainCtrl->m_cBot.as_service_name.sValue);
#endif
Figure 11 - Un-securing the System on Bot Removal.

Figure
11 - Un-securing
thethe
System
on Botneeds
Removal.and authentication information. If the attacker
decode
function
just before
malware
the obfuscated data, or it encodes the received configuring the bot doesn’t have source code,
Disabling security applications and updates
data and then compares it to the encoded data. he or she may be unable to see the backdoor
Bot malware
to disable apasswords
number ofthat
security
mechanisms.
will enable
the original malware
Attackers
do this toincludes
preventfunctionality
others from locating
Commonly targeted security applications include the Windows XP built-in firewall and
C&C information, authentication information, or author to take over or “borrow” the bots.
its anti-spyware technology, other manufacturers’ anti-spyware tools, anti-virus
other traffic that could be used to steal the bots
applications, and security or management tools that may be used to detect, kill, or remove
from their herder.
I. Rootkit and anti-analysis techniques

the bot malware from the system.

Recently, there appears to be an increase in
Attackers are aware that some of this data
the
of rootkit
and anti-analysis
can be
recovered
through
runtime
analysis,
such
There are many ways to terminate or block access use
to these
applications,
but the mosttechnology
bot malware.
In comparing
some recently
as sniffing
theapproach
network includes
connection.
To prevent
common
walking
the list ofinrunning
processes,
themanalyzed bot
malware,
one
of
the
initially
called
revealing
all
of
their
secrets,
bots
can
be
coded
to
against a static list of process names known to be associated with the application
typesfunctions
executedThis
instructions
equivalent
to the code
use alisted
primary
password
or primaryany
C&C
system,processes.
above,
and terminating
matching
is, unfortunately,
a simple
shown
in
Figure
12.
but also
have
a
secondary
C&C
network
that
only
technique, but it is still very effective. This process is similar to the method shown in
activates
after
a period
of time competing
has passed
or
Figure
10 used
to terminate
malware
that
beFigure
installed
theasystem.
Themight
code in
12 on
does
simple check to
if the primary is made unavailable. In this way, see if SoftICE is loaded by attempting to open a
quick runtime techniques may only reveal the handle to its driver. If successful, it knows that
initial connection information but will leave the SoftICE is present. In addition to this check, the
details of the backup network unknown.
code performed other checks for debuggers as
Additional items commonly protected through24well as tests to see if the binary was running in
obfuscation include a backdoor password that a virtual machine environment. If any of these
can be used by the original bot author to take conditions were detected, the malware terminated
over the bots in the event they are jacked. There itself so further runtime analysis could not be
are several precompiled bots that use configu- completed.
ration programs to set up the C&C architecture

Other bot malware has been packaged with
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popular rootkits such as “hacker defender.”
These rootkits attempt to hide the bot malware
from security tools and other utilities that might
reveal its existence and activity.
Expending increased effort to incorporate
new and more advanced techniques is a clear
indication of the changing and competitive
environment among attackers. Attackers are
very good at doing just enough to make profits
from their activity. If advanced techniques are
becoming more common, they are likely not
being born out of curiosity, but rather as a result
of market forces.

VI. Tracking botnets and bot herders
A. Analysis of malware and network
traffic

is to reverse engineer the malicious executable.
Reverse engineering analysis can reveal similar
information to runtime analysis, as well as other
details including hidden functions, passwords,
and details that might not immediately show
themselves at runtime. Reverse engineering
analysis can require a great amount of time and
skill, but when the work is complete there are no
secrets about the malware left unrevealed.
Reviewing network traffic, router, IDS, and
firewall logs may also reveal a botnet on the
network. Placing a packet sniffer at a location that
will permit the viewing of all ingress/egress traffic
will reveal much of the same information.
In an attempt to hide their tracks, attackers
relay or bounce through systems in their botnet, or
from other systems at other locations. Frequently,
the network relays cross economic and geographic
boundaries, making it extremely difficult to trace
attackers back to their origin or to get international
cooperation with the investigation. The attacker
community knows this is the case and uses this
concept to their advantage.

One of the easiest and quickest ways to obtain
botnet information is to perform runtime analysis
on a piece of malicious code. Performing runtime
analysis can be as simple as running a packet
capture on an isolated machine. As the infection
process proceeds, network traffic will be generated
Even when cooperation can be obtained for
as the infected system attempts to log into the an investigation, differences in laws, language,
botnet. This kind of captured information can politics, and priorities between countries make
include
the FQDN
the C&C server,
the channel prosecution difficult. The activities themselves may
Rootkit
andforanti-analysis
techniques
name and password, and usually a randomly be overlooked for a variety of reasons, including
Recently, there appears to be an increase in the use of rootkit and anti-analysis
generated nickname.
insufficient staffing, differing perceptions of

technology in bot malware. In some recently analyzed bot malware, one of the initially

severity,
a given12.
region, bribery,
A more
and
time consuming
approach
calledin-depth
functions
executed
instructions
equivalent
to the low
codeimpact
shown in
in Figure
hFile = CreateFile( "\\\\.\\NTICE",
GENERIC_READ | GENERIC_WRITE,
FILE_SHARE_READ | FILE_SHARE_WRITE,
NULL,
OPEN_EXISTING,
FILE_ATTRIBUTE_NORMAL,
NULL);

Attempt to open a handle to
SoftICE driver

if( hFile != INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE )
{
CloseHandle(hFile);
return TRUE;
}

If successful, return TRUE to
indicate SoftICE is running

return FALSE;

Figure 12 - Debugger Detection.

Figure 12 - Debugger Detection.

The code in Figure 12 does a simple check to see if SoftICE is loaded by attempting to
open a handle to its driver. If successful, it knows that SoftICE is present. In addition to
this check, the code performed other checks for debuggers as well as tests to see if the
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extortion, and fear.

B. Attribution through code
Attribution can be a difficult task. Source
code attribution provides a good example of
this difficulty. Anyone can write or modify code,
put it on the internet, and place anyone’s name
on it. Often we see source code commented
about where it was taken from or who may
have written it, but attempting to determine the
accuracy of that information can be difficult and
time consuming. While many attackers may not
have the capabilities to write their own malicious
code they can, for a price, hire a competent
programmer to meet their nefarious needs.
Attackers or crews that have programming
capabilities tend to co-develop and share code,
making it difficult to pin the efforts down to
one person. It may even be difficult to point to a
specific crew, since code could be shared among
crews or published on the Internet for anyone
to download and distribute. In July of 2004, the
author of the Bagle virus released a copy of the
virus with the source code. While the exact reason
for this is unknown, the release of the source code
is making it easier for anyone to create alternate
versions or tailor it to their specific needs without
having to write it from scratch.

to generate cash. Examples of this include
deposits from DDoS extortion, payments from
spamming, cashing out bank accounts and credit
cards, purchasing goods with stolen credit card
information, identity theft, and the sale of fake
identification documents. As the money generated
from these activities is transferred between
accounts and through cashiers, law enforcement
may be able to more effectively follow the money
trail and locate the attackers responsible.
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Abstract - This paper presents an alternative technique for improving the security of Electric

Power Control Systems by implementing anomaly detection methods to identify attacks and
faults. By using Rough Sets Classification Algorithm, a set of rules can be defined. The alternative
approach tries to reduce the number of input variables and the number of examples, offering a
more compact set of examples to fix the rules to the anomaly detection process. An illustrative
example is presented.
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I. Introduction to Critical
Infrastructures

surance and integrity of their interdependent data
networks.

Presently, Critical Infrastructure plays a fundamental role in modern society. Telecommunication
and transportation services, water and electricity
supplies, and banking and financial services are
examples of infrastructures that provide critical
services to our communities. The interconnection
of these structures and the use of information
technology (IT) to achieve service quality produce
vulnerabilities and security threats. With a computer and an Internet connection, intruders can
remotely access interconnected and interdependent Critical Infrastructures to interrupt important
services. To safeguard against the threat of such
cyber-attacks, providers of Critical Infrastructure
services also need to maintain the accuracy, as-

In United States, Critical Infrastructures are defined according to the USA Patriot Act of 2001 as
“systems and assets, whether physical or virtual,
so vital to the United States that the incapacity
or destruction of such systems and assets would
have a debilitating impact on security, national
economic security, national health or safety, or
any combination of those matters”. The following Critical Infrastructure Sectors are identified in
[1]: Agriculture and Food, Banking and Finance,
Chemicals and Hazardous Materials, Defence Industrial Base, Emergency Services, Energy, Higher
Education, Insurance, Law Enforcement, Oil and
Gas, Postal and Shipping, Public Health, Telecommunications and Information Technology, Transportation, Water, Commercial Key Assets, Dams,
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Governments Facilities, National Monuments and
Icons, Nuclear Power Plants. Accordingly, Gamez
et al. [2] suggested dividing a Critical Infrastructure into the following three layers: the physical,
cyber, and human operations layers. In the past,
physical and human operations layers have been
more vulnerable to attacks than the cyber layer.
Currently, however, we are noting an increase in
the vulnerability of the cyber layer as well.

II. Initiatives for Security of Critical
Infrastructure
Guidance documents, standards, legislations,
and regulations designed to improve the
security of Critical Infrastructures are currently
in development in many countries worldwide.
The initiatives differ with respect to the involved
parties and their goals, as well as geographic and
industry scopes [3]. This section presents some
of those initiatives.
Since September, 11, 2001 terrorism and
homeland security have assumed top priority in
US governmental policy and affairs. Examples can
be found in the release of “The National Strategy
to Secure Cyberspace” [4] and with the official
creation of the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) [5]. An initiative of the Eidgenössische
Technische Hochschule Zürich (ETHZ) and other
partners is “The International Critical Information
Infrastructure Protection (CIIP) Handbook” [3]
that surveys critical information infrastructure
protection efforts in fourteen countries. The
main focus is on the national government efforts
to protect Critical Information Infrastructures.
The IT Baseline Protection Manual is a German
initiative of the Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der
Informationstechnik (BSI) that recommends a
series of standard security measures for typical
IT applications and IT systems [6].
There
exist several written criteria for evaluating
computer systems and software from a
security perspective. These include the Trusted
Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC), or
the Orange book, the Information Technology
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Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC), and the
Common Criteria for Information Technology
Security Evaluation (CCITSE) or ISO/IEC 15408.
Another security initiative is the “Process Control
Security Requirements Forum (PCSRF)”, which
is an industry group working with security
professionals to assess vulnerabilities and
establish appropriate strategies for developing
policies to reduce IT security risk within the US
process control industry [7]. The ISA Committee
SP99 “Manufacturing and Control Systems
Security” intends to create guidance documents
and a Standard (S99) for introducing IT security
to existing industrial control and automation
systems [8]. The objective for this IEC standard
is to describe state-of-the-art secure realization
of certain common automation networking
scenarios [9]. The British Columbia Institute of
Technology (BCIT) maintains an Industrial Cyber
Security Incident Database, designed to track
cyber security incidences that affect industrial
control systems and processes [10].

III. Security Fundamentals
The security objectives offer a framework for
categorizing and comparing the security mechanisms of various systems. These include Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Authentication,
Authorization, Auditability, Nonrepudiability, and
Third-Party Protection. An intentional violation
of a security objective is called an attack. Attacks
may be initiated either by persons on the outside,
or by insiders. Some common types of attacks include Denial of Service, Eavesdropping, Spoofing,
Man-in-the-Middle, Breaking into system, Virus,
Trojan, and Worm [11]. Naedele and Dzung [12]
enumerated a relationship between the security
objective and the security mechanism.
McHugh et al. [13] illustrated how the
increasing sophistication of attacks from the mid1980s to the present have grown in complexity
and automation despite the fact that the skill level
required to launch the attacks has been reduced.
This is an indication that automation may be the
trigger for large-scale activity on the Internet.
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Figure 1: Basic Block Diagram for a Digital Control System

IV. Electric Energy Critical
Infrastructure
The Electric Utility Information Technology Systems
can be divided into four basic categories: Business
Computers, Engineering Computers, Control Centre
Computers, and Embedded Computers [14]. The use
of IT in the Control Centre Computers and Embedded
Computers began approximately three decades ago.
The operational structure used for IT is based on a data
validation/conformation process to the supervisory
and control system. This process is realized in three
steps: Data Acquisition, Data Conditioning, and Data
Conversion. Subsequently the data is inserted into
the control and/or supervisory computer, where the
specific treatment is accomplished and the requisite
actions are undertaken to maintain the behaviour
and reliability of the system (Fig. 1).
In general, an Electricity Cyber Infrastructure is
highly interconnected and dynamic, consisting of
several utilities. Due to its hierarchical organization,
the Electricity Cyber Infrastructure is sub-divided
into regional grids. Each sector is further split into

generation, transmission, distribution, and customer
service systems, supplemented with an energy trading
system. The Power Grid is comprised of a myriad
assets, such as Generation Plants, Transmission Lines,
Transmission and Distribution Power Substations,
Local, Regional and National Control Centres, Remote
Terminal Units (RTUs)/Intelligent Electronic Devices
(IEDs), and Communication Links [15].
The computer electricity cyber infrastructure can
be divided in 2 components: Electric Management
Systems, which allow operators to regulate power
flow, and the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems for monitoring the safety, reliability, and protective functions of the power grid
[15]. See Fig. 2.

V. Vulnerabilities in Electric
Power Systems
Presently, SCADA systems are an important
part of the Nation’s Critical Infrastructure. They

Figure 2: Electricity cyber infrastructure.
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require protection from a variety of threats and
their network is potentially vulnerable to cyber
attacks because the proprietary protocols and
networks have long been considered immune to
attacks. Moreover, they have not been designed
with security in mind. The diversity and lack
of interoperability in these communication
protocols create obstacles for anyone attempting
to establish a secure communication. The variety
of communications media used to establish the
communication links contributes to the observed
increase in the infrastructure vulnerability [16].

VI. Detecting Attacks
Attacks on computer and network systems
have significantly increased in recent years [12].
An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a “burglar
alarm” that has been studied widely in recent
years [17-20]. Mé et al. [21] wrote an extended
bibliography on IDS. IDSs can be characterized
by different monitoring and analysis approaches.
They can monitor events at three different levels:
network, host, and application. These events can be
analyzed using two techniques, namely signature
detection and anomaly detection. Anomaly-based
IDSs discover attacks by identifying unusual
behaviour (anomalies) on a host or network. They
function on the observation that some attackers
behave differently than “normal” users and thus
can be detected by systems that identify these
differences. The measures and techniques used in
anomaly detection include: Threshold Detection,
Statistical Measures, and Rule-based Measures
[19]. Examples of anomaly detection techniques
are IDES [22] and EMERALD [23].

VII. Previous Work
Different approaches have been used for
detecting intrusions in computer systems over
the past 20 years. Most of the previous work
on anomaly intrusion detection has determined
profiles for user behaviour. Intrusions are detected
when a user behaves out of character. These
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anomalies are detected using statistical profiles,
as in IDES [22], inductive pattern generation, or
neural networks [24, 35]. Manikopoulos and
Papavassiliou [26] used statistical models and
metrics derived from observations of the user’s
actions. Fink et al. [27] focused on determining
normal behaviour for privileged process; those
that run as root. Another approach taken from
Forest et al. [24] is similar to the latter but differs
in that it uses a much simpler representation of
normal behaviour. Anomaly detection schemes
also utilize data mining techniques such as
clustering, support vector machines (SVM), and
different neural network models. For example,
Mukamala [28] describes approaches to intrusion
detection using neural networks and SVM. Sekar
et al. [29] presented an approach that combines
specification- and anomaly-based intrusion
detection, mitigating the weaknesses of the two
approaches while magnifying their strengths.
Sarasamma et al. [30] introduced a novel multilevel
hierarchical Kohonenen Net (K-Map), whereby
each level of the Hierarchical Map is modeled as
a simple winner-take-all K-Map. Their objective
was to detect as many different types of attacks
as possible. Xiangyang et al. [31] presented
a data mining algorithm based on supervised
clustering to learn patterns and use them for data
classification. Yu et al. [32] presented research
results on detecting network security attacks
in computer and control systems by identifying
and monitoring a synthetic “DNA Sequence”.
Just as DNA comprises the building blocks for
establishing the human body, a “DNA Sequence”
for a computer system has similar functions.
Changes in behavioural patterns of a computer
system, such as virus attacks, are reflected in
changes in the synthetic DNA Sequence, suggesting
appropriate actions can be taken. Martinelli et
al. [33] proposed an approach to monitor and
protect the Electric Power System by learning
normal system behaviour at a substation level,
and raising an alarm signal when an abnormal
status is detected; the problem was addressed by
using auto-associative neural networks, reading
substation measures. Wang et Battiti [34] proposed
a real-time network-based intrusion identification
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model founded by principal components analysis
(PCA). The PCA technique is used to profile
normal program and user behaviours for hostbased anomaly intrusion detection. Song et al.
[35] introduces the Hierarchical Random Subset
Selection-Dynamic Subset Selection (RSS-DSS)
algorithm for dynamically filtering large data sets
based on the concepts of training pattern age
and difficulty, while utilizing a data structure to
facilitate the efficient use of memory hierarchies.
Bigham et al. [36] showed how the accuracy and
security of SCADA Systems can be improved by
using anomaly detection to identify bad values
caused by attacks and faults. In their work, they
compare the performances of invariant induction
and n-gram anomaly-detectors.

VII. Problem Definition
The operation of a power system is intrinsically
complex due to the high degree of uncertainty
and the large number of variables involved. The
various supervision and control actions require
the presence of an operator, who must respond
efficiently to the most diverse requests, by
handling various types of data and information.
These data and information come from
measurements of SCADA systems or from
computational processes. The size of the current
database in a power control center has increased
tremendously over the past few years due to
the use of network communications, which
renders their control systems more vulnerable to
manipulation by malicious intruders. In order to
improve the security of SCADA systems, anomaly
detection can be used to identify corrupted values
caused by malicious attacks and faults.
The aim of this paper is to present an
alternative technique for implementing anomaly
detection to monitor Power Electric Systems. The
problem is addressed here by using Rough Sets
Classification Algorithm, proposed by Pawlak et
al. [37]. Related work can also be found [2, 33,
36, 38, 39].
The system operator must be apprised of the

current state of the system and some forecasted
position, such as load forecasting, maintenance
scheduling, in order to take a control action
(switching, changing taps, and voltage levels).
One of the most important operator tasks is to
determine the current operational state of the
system. To accomplish this task, the operator
receives many data from/into the system. By
handling these data, the operator attempts to
build an image of the operation point. Figure 3
illustrates this process.
The analysis attempts to assess the operational
mode in one of the 2 states: normal, or abnormal.
In the first state, normal, all loads are supplied and
all measurements are inside the nominal rates.
In the second state, abnormal, all loads continue
to be supplied, but some of the measurements
are outside the nominal rates or some loads are
not supplied (i.e., there was a load shedding
process).
The operator must regularly analyze the
system security, even when the operation state
is normal. This analysis is conducted according
to possible contingencies that could affect the
power system. The loss of a transmission line,
shut-down of a power plant or an increase in
the load are some contingencies that can occur
during the operation. An example of normal or
abnormal points is shown in Figure 3, which
illustrates the same contingency for two different
operation points. For operation point A, the
contingency produces an abnormal operation
point; while for the operation point B, the system
continues in the normal state. Thus, point A is an
unsafe operation position and point B is a safe
one.

Figure 3: Operational State of a Power System
and Changing of Operation Point
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The illustrative example that follows has an
objective to describe the fundamental concepts
of the rough set theory applied to anomaly
detection. The idea is to transform a set of
examples in a set of rules that identify possible
intruders. For the sake of explanation, we have
made some assumptions and reductions. This
approach gives us the opportunity to detail
each step of the formulation without reducing
generalization.

IX. Description of the Problem
The main purpose of the illustrative example
that follows is to enable an understanding of
the rough set theory fundamental concepts.
The idea is to transform a set of examples in a
set of rules that represent the operational state
of a power system. The data used in this paper
comes from a Brazilian electricity utility.
Consider a control center database
composed by a set of measurements, such as
that shown in Table I. The operational state
of the hypothetical power system depends on
four elements: status of circuit-breaker A,
transmission capacity of lines B and C, and
voltage of bus D. Moreover, Table 1 contains
the attributes represented by the set {A, B, C,
D} and the corresponding decision S, where:
• the status of circuit-breaker A is defined
by 0 (close) or 1 (open);
• the values of transmission lines B and
C are percentages of real power flows
according to their maximum capacities,
in [%]; and,
• the bus voltage D is expressed as a
fraction of the rated voltage.
The classifications of the states are made
according to the advice of an expert (usually,
a senior operator/engineer). And four possible
outputs can be selected for the power system
operational state: Normal or safe (S) or
abnormal or unsafe levels 1, 2 and 3 (L1,
L2, and L3, respectively). These levels can
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represent malicious actions in SCADA systems
performed by the attackers such as changing
data values, changing information control,
opening breakers, fraud, and overload.
TABLE I
Reduced Control Center Database
Attributes
U
A
B
C
D
S
1
0
57
82
1,07
L2
2
0
37
32
0,97
L1
3
1
0
87
0,95
L3
4
1
72
31
1,07
L3
5
0
28
39
1,02
L1
6
0
42
82
1,07
L2
7
0
52
59
1,01
S
8
1
62
67
1,04
L3
9
0
57
45
0,99
S
10
0
45
58
1,00
S
11
0
32
57
0,94
S
12
0
0
57
1,08
L2
13
1
58
87
1,03
L3
14
0
58
56
1,07
L2
15
0
25
57
1,03
S
16
0
56
54
1,08
L2
17
1
59
72
1,08
L3
18
0
32
0
0,93
L1
19
0
32
45
0,94
S
20
1
72
67
0,96
L3
21
0
57
45
1,01
S
22
0
32
45
0,94
S
23
0
29
43
1,08
L2
24
1
0
72
0,95
L3
25
1
57
79
1,07
L3
26
0
31
43
0,99
S
27
0
32
42
0,94
S
28
0
17
32
0,92
L1
29
0
23
22
1,00
L1
30
0
23
57
0,91
S
Observing the above set of examples, we
find it difficult to conclude that the condition
of transmission line B is unnecessary to
the classification process. Notice that this
attribute is a dispensable one, as shown later.
Even in this very small database it is difficult
to reach a conclusion. For a real control center
database, typically representing hundreds
of important attributes and thousands of
examples, obtaining a reliable control action
might be impossible.
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X. Presentation of the Algorithm
Before presenting the algorithm, two major
concepts in the Rough Set theory, reduct and core,
must be defined. These concepts are important in
the knowledge of base reduction.
Let R be a family of equivalence relations. The
reduct of R, RED(R), is defined as a reduced set
of relations that conserve the same inductive
classification of set R. The core of R, CORE(R), is
the set of relations that appear in all reduct of
R (i.e., the set of all indispensable relations to
characterize the relation R). The main idea behind
the knowledge base reduction is a simplification
of a set of examples. This can be obtained by the
following procedure:
a) Calculate the core of the problem;
b) Eliminate or substitute a variable by another
one; and
c) Redefine the problem using new basic categories.
The algorithm that provides the reduction of
conditions can be represented by the following
steps:
Step 1: Redefine the value of each attribute
according to a certain metric. In this illustrative
example, typical ranges in the power system
operation are used:
• real power values: under 40% of nominal
capacity = low (L), between 40% and 60%
= medium (M), and above 60 % of nominal
capacity = high (H),
• bus voltage values: under 0.95 = low (L),
between 0.95 and 1.05 = normal (N), and
above 1.05 = high (H),
• the status of circuit-breakers are maintained
because the values 0 and 1 were normalized
previously.
Step 2: This next step verifies whether any
attribute can be eliminated by repetition.
Step 3: This step verifies and eliminates
identical examples.

Step 4: This step verifies whether the decision
table contains only indispensable attributes.
This verification task can be accomplished by
eliminating step-by-step each attribute and
verifying whether the table still provides the
correct classification. In the example below, after
considering the elimination of each attribute, we
concluded that B is a dispensable variable from
the decision table.
TABLE II
Reduction of the Set of Examples
Attributes
U
A
C
D
S
1A
0
H
L2
1B
M
H
L2
2A
1
H
L3
2B
1
N
L3
2C
H
N
L3
3
M
L
S
4
L
L1
5
M
N
S
6A
0
H
L2
6B
0
H
L2
7
1
L3
8
L
L1
Step 5: Compute the core of the set of
examples. This can be done by eliminating each
attribute step-by-step, and verifying whether the
decision table continues to provide the correct
answer (i.e., continues to be consistent).
Step 6: This step computes the reduced set
of relations that conserve the same inductive
classification of the original set of examples.
Table 2 contains the reduction of each example.
Step 7: According to Table II, the knowledge
that exists in Table I can be expressed by the
following set of rules:
• If (C is M and D is L) or (C is M and D is N)
then S = Safe.
• If C is L then S = Abnormal level 1.
• If (A is 0 and D is H) or (C is M and D is H) or (A
is 0 and C is H) then S = Abnormal level 2.
• If (A is 1) or (C is H and D is N) then S =
Abnormal level 3.
or, using a complete rule formulation:
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If (the power flow in transmission line C is between
40% and 60%) and (the voltage on bus D is below
1.05),
then the classification of the current state of the
system is safe.
If the power flow in transmission line C is below
40%, then the classification of the current state of
the system is unsafe level 1.
If (the voltage on bus D is above 1.05) and (the
circuit-breaker A is closed or the power flow in
transmission line C is between 40% and 60%),
then the classification of the current state of the
system is unsafe level 2.
If (the power flow in transmission line C is above
60%) and (the circuit-breaker A is closed), then the
classification of the current state of the system is
unsafe level 2.
If (the circuit-breaker A is opened), then the
classification of the current state of the system is
unsafe level 3.
If (the power flow in transmission line C is above
60%) and
(the voltage on bus D is between 0.95 and 1.05),
then the classification of the current state of the
system is unsafe level 3.

XI. Future Work
To compare the methodology proposed herein
to the results obtained in other similar works, such
as those performed by Martinelli [33] and Bigham
[36], we will conduct experimental tests using the
Test Data for Anomaly Detection in the Electricity
Infrastructure proposed by Bigham et al. [40].
This is a large set of electricity data for the IEEE 24
bus system generated on a test bed that copies
the cyber layer of the electricity infrastructure in
some detail. These data have been filtered and
corrupted with natural noise and a realistic set of
failure-induced and attack-induced corruption.
The next step will be applying the proposed
methodology to obtain the set of rules for normal
and non-normal data values.
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XII. Conclusions
Critical Infrastructures, such Electric Power Systems, are vital for our modern society.
Therefore they require protection from a variety
of threats, and their network is potentially vulnerable to cyber attacks. The Intrusion Detection
System is an important tool to increase the security of such Critical Infrastructures. This paper
presents a systematic approach to transforming
examples in a reduced set of rules for anomaly
detection using Rough Set Theory and concepts
of Core and Reduction of Knowledge. An example for power system control centers has been
developed. For the sake of clarity, a reduced database is used in the illustrative example. However, the same methodology is applicable to
larger databases. The illustrative example demonstrated that this technique has many advantages, such as simplicity of implementation and
favorable performance.
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Abstract - This research aims to ascertain filesystem access patterns produced by different application
programs, and evaluates their potential utility in improving digital forensic analyses. The access patterns
produced by the proposed methodology can serve as a decision support system for determining the
possible execution of certain applications in the event of computer misuse. For this purpose, we
propose the use of a causal Bayesian network that summarizes the most important relationships among
integral parameters relating to filesystem activities such as access, creation, modification, file deletion,
audit logs, registry entries and the manner in which the applications manipulate these parameters.
Determining the state of a filesystem at a particular period of time is vital for conducting digital
forensic analyses. Herein, we describe a Bayesian network-based technique to determine the state of
a computer filesystem in terms of the program execution and files manipulated during some specific
time period. Specifically, we discuss the construction of a Bayesian network from our prior knowledge
of the manipulation of the filesystem and metadata information by a set of applications. The variations
among the execution patterns of different applications indicate that the Bayesian network-based
model is an appropriate tool, due to its ability to enable pattern learning and detection, even from
an incomplete dataset. The focus of this paper is to highlight the merits of the Bayesian methods for
learning, with regard to the techniques used for supervised learning in ordinary neural networks.

Key words: Digital Forensics, Digital Evidence, Bayesian Learning, Bayesian Belief Networks, Filesystem Activity Analysis, Event Reconstruction

I. Introduction
The field of computer forensics has developed
rapidly over the past decade, due to a sharp rise
in computer-related crimes. The use of computer
and network technologies has led to new avenues
for committing crimes in novel ways. Moreover,
technology has made it easier for criminals to

hide information about their crimes and related
activities. The occurrence of credit card fraud and
identity theft by electronic means is on the rise [1].
The fast growth of the internet has contributed
to the proliferation of such cyber-crimes as
child pornography, gambling, money laundering,
financial scams, propaganda and promoting
extremism [2]. From a digital forensics perspective,
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the construction of the past events that occurred
on a digital media serves as a baseline for the
digital investigation. In order to reconstruct the
crime scene scenario, it is imperative to analyze
the traces left on the filesystem and identify the
different applications and tools used by digital
crime perpetrators.
The key challenge of forensic analysis is to
manage and assimilate many large and diverse
datasets. Identifying evidence from large data
volumes is tantamount to finding a needle in a
haystack [3]. Toward solving this dilemma, the use
of statistical techniques may enable one to sort
through the evidence in the appropriate set of data.
Bayesian belief networks and Bayesian decision
theory are models that have been used effectively for
a number of years. While these models incorporate
prior knowledge extracted from selected sample
datasets, Bayesian techniques have also been
employed successfully with incomplete datasets
[4]. This feature is intuitively appealing since many
datasets that could be useful in tracking forensic
cyber crimes are usually not complete.
Primary sources of evidence used in digital
investigations include audit logs and filesystem
attributes [5]. Preparing a timeline of the filesystem
activity on a computing system is crucial for
conducting the digital forensic investigation [1].
Machine-learning techniques, which combine data
mining and statistical methods, are widely used
in engineering and computer science disciplines
because they can learn efficiently from large
volumes of data in a short span of time [6]. Thus,
a machine learning-based event reconstruction
methodology could serve an important role in
digital forensic analyses [7]. A crucial consideration
for generating a timeline is to describe the source
application program that was used to manipulate
a file. Although some of the logs, including
Windows “Security” logs, keep track of this
information to some extent, the filesystem data
lacks this information and only accounts for the
MAC-times and file organization on the storage
media. Therefore, in the absence of logs data or
log-scrubbing, the same feature is required to be
extracted from the filesystem activities data.
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This paper describes a Bayesian network-based
technique to determine the possible execution of
certain applications, and the files they could have
manipulated in the past. We propose a Bayesian
networks-based model for extracting and encoding
knowledge from the data relating to the filesystem
of a computing device such as the New Technology
File System (NTFS) metadata information, audit logs
and registry keys. The information summarized
by the proposed procedure will indicate the
creation, modification, accession and deletion
of documents and images caused by executing
different application programs. This information
will facilitate the preparation of a consolidated
report on the possible use of different applications
for manipulating different files during a computer
misuse incident. This methodology would be
helpful in understanding specific tasks, such as
determining which of the applications were running
on the system at that particular time, and which
systems and data files were created, accessed,
modified or deleted at a particular time.

II. Background and Motivation
Digital evidence plays a vital role in enabling
investigators to pursue computer-related crimes.
Digital forensic analysis of electronic data storage
devices enables one to uncover digital evidence
for an investigation. Digital forensics is applied
typically after a computer system’s security has
been compromised, and to determine the reason
behind the system’s abnormal behaviour [5]. A
methodology is required to guide the investigator,
and allow him/her to infer conclusions from the
digital evidence. Carrier [8] has categorised Digital
forensics into three major phases: Acquisition,
Analysis and Presentation. The Acquisition Phase
requires saving the state of a digital system so that
it can be analyzed later. The Analysis Phase entails
examining the acquired data to identify evidence
of malicious activity; this aspect of the method is
the focus of our paper. The Presentation Phase
summarizes the evidence extracted from the
investigation, and draws conclusions for potential
use in legal proceedings.
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Some of the techniques used in intrusion
detection (e.g. anomaly detection) overlap with
digital forensics. The earliest proposed methods for
intrusion detection focused on the application of
statistical methods to identify anomalous activities
[9]. More recent anomaly detection methods employ
a wide variety of classification schemes to identify
unusual activities. These schemes include rule
induction, artificial neural networks, fuzzy set theory
[10] and classical machine learning algorithms. Ryan
et al. [11] proposed that artificial neural networks
could be used as alternatives to the statistical analysis
component of the anomaly detection system. In
contrast to statistical techniques, machine-learning
techniques are well-suited to learning patterns
without prior knowledge about the data. Repeated
Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction
(RIPPER) [12] is a well-known rule-based anomaly
detection tool that employs machine learning to
predict an operating system’s supervisory calls.
Generalization capabilities of machine learning
methods such as neural networks can be employed
in creating user profiles based on selection and
subsequent classification of their permissions and
system usage habits [13]. Regarding the large
amount of data stored in an unstructured format,
the commonly used rule-based and data mining
methods do not work effectively without an ample
amount of preprocessing and restructuring of the
data.
Numerous researchers have tried a variety
of statistical approaches for facilitating the
digital forensic analysis [14, 15]. Among these
approaches, Bayesian statistics is the most widely
employed since the Bayes’ rule can also be used
as a classifier [16]. Bayesian classification is a
generative approach to data classification. Brewer
et al. [17] proposed a method based on a hidden
Markov model-based approach to detecting
interactions among multiple suspects by coupling
the Markov models. Qin et al. [18] demonstrated
how causal networks are effective in drawing
probabilistic inferences to correlate and analyze
digital attack scenarios to generate security alerts
accordingly. One distinct advantage of a Bayesian
neural network method over the conventional

feedforward backpropagation neural network
method is that Bayesian can assess the confidence
associated with the network’s predictions [19].
Simple Bayesian classifiers are quite popular,
and have been demonstrated to perform especially
well in classification tasks involving textual data
[20]. The Bayesian probabilistic approaches
make strong assumptions about how the data is
generated, and hypothesize a probabilistic model
that embodies the underlying assumptions. The
Bayesian approach uses a collection of labeled
training examples to estimate the parameters of the
generative model. Bayesian networks offer a robust
means of handling the complexity of information
and discovering valid patterns in the data [21].
Classification using new examples is performed
with Bayes’ rule by selecting the class that is most
likely to have generated that example. The task
of learning models for many real world problems
requires incorporating domain knowledge into
learning algorithms in order to enable accurate
learning from a realistic volume of training data.
Being motivated by the demands of this
challenging field, we present a Bayesian belief
network-based model for determining the possible
execution of certain applications on the system,
and identifying the files that could have been
manipulated by these applications. The model
will enable us to construct a timeline of the past
events that occurred on a system. Our approach is
based on collecting the filesystem activities from
the disk image, and using the Bayesian network
to determine if and when particular applications,
accompanied by appropriate likelihood measures,
ran upon a computer system.

III. Probabilistic Computational Model
The Bayesian probability of an event is one’s
degree of belief in the occurrence of that event.
Bayesian probability does not require repeated
trials. This is an important distinction between
physical and Bayesian probabilities. Normally,
the method of measuring a degree of belief for a
certain event is commonly known as probability
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Figure 1: Bayesian learning-based computational model for application classification.

assessment. Conversely, the Bayesian definition
of probability endures a general criticism that
such probabilities seem to be somewhat arbitrary
[22]. Despite this observation, the assessment
probabilities are not susceptible to minor variations
in actual probabilities, and thus are useful during
the decision-making process. Bayesian approaches
are at the core of many artificial intelligence
programs and computer software, including the
well-known Microsoft Office products. In an article
published in the October 28, 1996 issue of the
Los Angeles Times, USA, Bill Gates, Chairman of
the Microsoft Corporations stated, “Microsoft’s
competitive advantage lies in its expertise in
Bayesian networks”.
Because of the successful implementations of
Bayesian techniques to extract knowledge from
data sets [23], we chose to employ these methods
for forensic analysis of filesystem data. The idea is
to model a Bayesian network that can learn from
inherent data based on prior knowledge already
extracted from a similar scenario. We first extract
filesystem activities from the disk image and pull
out the relevant features to store in a database.
Joint and conditional probabilities tables were
then constructed over the entire dataset for all
the manipulated files during specific time periods.
These probabilities are then used to construct
a Bayesian network to classify the filesystem
activities from potential file manipulations noticed

because of the execution of certain applications.
The trained Bayesian network is then used for
evaluating the test dataset. A block diagram of
a Bayesian classification based computational
model is illustrated in Figure 1.

A. Bayesian Approach to Data
Classification
Bayes’ rule is a simple mathematical formula
used for predicting an event on the basis of
conditional and marginal probabilities. Bayes’
rule incorporates the prior knowledge about
the data, which is usually available in the form
of a probability density based on the results of
other experiments, expert opinion or any other
source of relevant information. Suppose we
have a dataset D consisting of N observations of
different application programs’ filesystem access
patterns, and a hypothesis h(D) that contains the
correct class information of various application
programs from the representative training
dataset. Here, our assumption is based on the
supposition that there are K distinct classes of
application programs (i.e., h(D) ε {1, …,K}). Thus,
we can conclude that the training instances are
drawn from the model (D, h(D)). The goal of our
data classification experiment is to find h(Dnew)
given a new dataset Dnew. If we append the new
data instances to the already classified data,
the problem can be redefined to determine the
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likelihood of N+1th and successive observations
satisfying any class of the previously determined
patterns. For this purpose, we used the Bayesian
rule to calculate the posterior probability of the
subsequent observations. For a given dataset D
and hypothesis h, Bayes’ rule is defined as:

p(h D) =

p ( D h) p ( h)
p( D)

where,

p (h)

= prior belief (i.e., probability of hypothesis h before
seeing any new data)

p ( D h)

= likelihood probability (i.e., probability of the data
if the hypothesis h is true)

p ( D ) = ∑ p ( D h) p ( h)

= data evidence (also known as

marginal probability of data). This is also known
as a normalizing factor so that the total probability
does not exceed ‘1’.

p (h D) = posterior probability (i.e., probability of hypothesis
h after having seen the data D)

The value of Bayes’ rule can be appreciated by
considering an example [24]. Suppose a malignant
cancer test has 97% accuracy and reports 3% false
positives. A patient tests positive for this test;
whereas, the statistical records show that just 1%
of the entire population of the town is suffering
from this disease where the patient is living. Does
the physician, upon seeing the test report, reach
the conclusion that the patient is suffering from
cancer, or should the patient be retested on the
basis of the information about the overall cancer
case histories in the town? The Bayes’ rule can help
the physician reach a decision on whether or not to
repeat the test. The available information can be
described in the form of probabilities as:
p(T|C) = 0.97 - likelihood probability of positive
test when the patient has cancer
p(T|~C)=0.03 - probability of positive test when
the patient does not has cancer
p(C)=0.01

- prior probability of the cancer
cases for the town’s population

p(~C)=0.99

- converse of prior probability

The posterior probability of a patient having
cancer when the test result is positive can be
calculated using the Bayes’ rule.
The fundamental nature of the Bayesian theorem is to provide a mathematical tenet to change
the existing beliefs in the data on the basis of new
evidence. Bayesian theorem signifies how observations alter beliefs, as the prior probability is replaced by the posterior probability after the user
obtains additional information from the observed
data. Given a chronological dataset of filesystem
activity, the potential manipulation of various files,
one after another by one or more applications,
can be assessed by using the previously calculated conditional probabilities in the subsequent
stages. Since Bayes’ rule provides a method of
sequential updating of probabilities as additional
observations become available, and as more and
more filesystem activity data would be used, the
continued application of Bayes’ rule would refine
the application classification process.

Since the a posteriori probability indicates that
there is a 24.6% chance of the patient having cancer
on the basis of the evidence from the first test, it is
clear that a second test is required. The main feature
of the Bayesian approach is that the results obtained
in the first stage are used as an a priori probability
in the second stage. If the second test result is also
positive, then the previously obtained a posteriori
probability of 0.246 will be used as a priori data
to calculate the next a posteriori probability. In the
case in which the second test is also positive, then
the a posteriori probability would be:

The new a posteriori probability after conducting
second test shows that it is very likely that the
patient has cancer.
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B. Construction of a Bayesian Belief Network
The Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) structure of
Bayesian networks contains nodes representing
domain variables, and the arcs between the nodes
represent probabilistic dependencies. We used
nodes to represent filesystem attributes. The
process of building a Bayesian network is described
below.
Consider that we have statistics of creation,
modification, accessing and deletion of N number
of files during a time interval t. On the basis of
the filenames in association with their file types,
we build a directed acyclic graph of their potential
access by different application programs. The type
of file manipulated during a specific time period
can be verified by its extension, in conjunction with
its header information (also known as a signature).
On the basis of prior knowledge extracted from the
probability table, an edge (arrow) is marked from
the specific filename to all the potential application
programs to which it could be related. All of the
files having similar types would be interlinked to
minimize the number of edges emanating in the
graph.
During Bayesian network construction, we
built a DAG that encodes assertions of conditional
independence. Since a Bayesian network for a
dataset X={X1,....,Xn} determines a joint probability
distribution for X, we used the Bayesian network to
compute any probability of interest. From the chain
rule of probability, we calculated the probability of
the occurrence of an event as:
n

p ( x) = ∏ p ( xi x1 ,..., xi −1 )
i =1

Once we constructed a Bayesian network from
prior knowledge or data, we can determine various
probabilities of interest from the model. For
example, in our problem of finding if an application
was launched or not on a system, we want to know
the posterior probability of the applications from
the available observations of various system and
data files accessed during a specified time period.
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In general, computing a probability of interest
given a model is known as “probabilistic inference”.
A practical example of the entire procedure is
provided in the following section.

IV. Experimentation Methodology
Due to its widespread usage and the fact that
it is most commonly attacked [25], we chose the
Windows XP operating system to conduct the
trials of our experiments. However, much of our
methodology can be tailored to function with other
operating systems, such as Unix/Linux or previous
versions of Windows/DOS.
We conducted a series of experiments by running
different application programs. We developed a
program module in the C-Sharp (C#) programming
language to capture the access patterns of various
files by different applications. This module uses
the features of a library class FileSystemWatcher of
Microsoft’s .Net (dot Net) technology for filesystem
monitoring. The FileSystemWatcher class enables
the establishment of a connection to the filesystem
through which every specific change, such as
creation, modification, deletion and renaming of
directories and files of the entire filesystem can be
monitored online.
We obtained footprints of the filesystem
activities by running different applications, namely
MS-Word, Notepad, Power Point, Excel, Endnote,
Internet Explorer, Adobe Acrobat Reader, Windows
Media Player, RealPlayer and MATLAB. We ran these
applications separately and simultaneously, to
determine how they accessed various systems and
data files. This process was conducted numerous
times with different combinations of the application
programs to collect sufficient amounts of filesystem
activities data for classification purposes. For this
incentive, we recorded the time of the launch,
run and closing of each individual application
program, which helped us to sift through the
dataset and associate different filesystem activities
to the corresponding application programs. We
identified some overlaps, however, as some
of the DLL files were shared among multiple
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applications, and certain data files can be accessed
potentially by multiple applications, such as text
and image files. In machine-learning methodology,
this procedure is commonly known as “labeling the
data”. The ultimate purpose of this approach was to
determine the filesystem manipulation pattern of the
application programs. Using this generated dataset,
we constructed the joint and conditional probabilities
of file manipulation by different applications.
Our experimental procedure was conducted as
follows. First, we categorized the applications by
assigning them with numeric labels (1-10). All of the
files that were manipulated during the execution of
these application programs were associated to their
corresponding application by assigning the same
labels as their source application. The files that were
accessed by multiple applications received multiple
labels. To resolve the issue of overlapping, we
calculated joint probabilities based on the frequency
at which a file was accessed by each individual
application. The filesystem activity information
was stored in a database in a structured format
incorporating important parameters of filesystem
activity, such as the type of access, Modification,
Access and Creation (MAC) times, directory path,
filename, user’s information, registry key, registry
value and classification label. The joint and
conditional probabilities were stored separately, and
were used later in the construction of the Bayesian
network. The records stored in the database were
preprocessed appropriately to ensure their suitability
for statistical analysis and training on the Bayesian
network. Subsequently, all of the data were trained
on a Bayesian model of a neural network.
In this work, we employed a Bayesian neural
network using a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
model for automatic classification by first
training the neural network from a dataset of
labeled examples. Theoretically, the Bayesian

neural network is a one-layer perceptron network
implementing a naive Bayesian classifier, as a naive
Bayes’ classifier is based on the assumption that
different attributes of the dataset are orthogonal.
Hidden layers are introduced in the MLP neural
network model when classifying the nonlinear
data; therefore, we enhanced the Bayesian
neural network by introducing a hidden layer to
address the data independence requirements.
The Bayesian neural networks handle inputs in
the form of probability distributions. Therefore,
we used Bayesian statistics to estimate the
probabilities from filesystem dataset to set up
the initial weights in the network. Subsequently,
the Bayesian neural network model was
evaluated from the test part of the dataset. The
classification results were more promising than
an ordinary neural network. Showing the joint
probability distribution tables and describing the
procedure for calculating the prior probabilities
for ten application programs would be too long.
Therefore, for the sake of brevity, we described
the construction of a Bayesian belief network for
three application programs in section 4.2.

A. Event Classification Process
During this process, we decided initially upon
the number of classes for the data on the basis of
different application programs. We then extracted
features from the manipulated files, including
their names, extensions, types, sizes and parent
directories. The extracted features were trained
on a Bayesian classifier to learn the filesystem
activity pattern of different classes of application
programs. The trained classifier was then used
for classifying the new filesystem activities. The
block diagram of the overall procedure is shown
in Figure 2.
The most commonly used prominent practical
Class 1

Input Data

Features
Extraction

Bayesian
Classifier

Class2
Class 3

Figure 2: Block diagram of classification process.
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Figure 3: DAG illustrating the causal effect of three application programs on a file.

approaches to Bayesian learning for multilayer
perceptrons are the evidence framework [26]
and Monte Carlo methods [26,27]. The evidence
framework involves Gaussian approximation to
the posterior probability density. We employed
this approach because of its promising results
and its universal use in the engineering and
computer science data analysis problems involving
statistical inferences. For a set of training data and
, the multilayer
labeled instances
perceptron model in the Bayesian framework is
described in terms of the posterior probability
density over the weights p(w|D).

B. A Bayesian Belief Network for Three
Application Programs
As a case study, we present an example in
which the network must decide which of the three
application programs A1, A2 and A3 are considered
to have potentially manipulated a file F. The causal
effect of this scenario is presented in the form of
DAG, as illustrated in Figure 3.
Consider that we have already calculated the
probabilities of manipulating a file F (or type of
the affected file) by the application programs A1,
A2 and A3. We treat the chances of manipulation of
the file by the application programs A1, A2 and A3
as true probability, and denot them as p(A1), p(A2)
and p(A3), respectively. Alternatively, the chance
of zero manipulation of a file by the application
programs A1, A2 and A3 is considered as a false
probability, and is denoted as p(A’1), p(A’2) and
p(A’3), respectively. The probabilities shown in
Table I were extracted from the exemplary dataset

sample for exclusive execution of the application
programs.
The conditional probabilities for simultaneous
execution of the three application programs are
given in Table II. Typically, multiple conditional
probabilities can be estimated for every possible
combination. However, some of these probabilities can be calculated from other combinations,
because those for each state should sum to 1.
In this particular case for three application programs, the total distinctive possibilities are 23
(=8). In the case of ten application programs,
the total number of possible unique conditional
probabilities would be 210 (=1024), despite the
fact that a large number of conditional probabilities would be missing. These probabilities
would correspond to the conditional independence among multiple applications, due to their
distinct filesystem manipulation patterns.
On the basis of known joint probabilities
provided in Table II, we calculate the marginal
probability of F by summing all the possible
combinations from the probability distribution
table where F is true (i.e. the probability of manipulating a file is true). Using the chain rule of
probability, these joint probabilities are then expanded into conditional probabilities to smooth
the computation process. The procedure for calculating the marginal probability also known as
normalized probability or data evidence is shown
in Table III.
The above calculations for evaluating a
normalized probability for F indicate that the
chance of a file being manipulated is 0.31 in the
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absence of any other evidence. Now, if we know
that a file F has been manipulated (i.e. F is true),
then we can calculate the posterior probabilities
of the application programs A1, A2 and A3 by using
the Bayes theorem from the initial probabilities
calculated previously. This procedure, described
in Table IV, indicates which of the application
programs A1, A2 or A3 manipulated the file F.
Since the posterior probability of application
program A3 is greater than those of A1 and A2,
we can conclude that the file F is more likely to
be manipulated by the application program A3.
It is worth mentioning that since the difference
among the probabilities is distinct, we single out
the application program A3. In the case of two or
more probabilities being close in value, we can
conclude that two or more application programs
caused the file manipulations, one after another.

V. Results and Discussion
The matter of obtaining the application
program’s accurate footprint is complicated by
the fact that much of the application footprint
is modified each time the application runs.
Although it is easy to find evidence of the last time
that an application ran (e.g. the last access time
on the application binary), it is very strenuous
and laborious to find shadowed application runs.
Evidence of these runs must be derived from
events within the audit log files, history files and
temporary files found either within the filesystem
entries or by searching for their traces in the free
blocks of the storage media. As one retreats in
time, the evidence for these application runs
becomes less reliable, as memory blocks within
the free list are reallocated to other files and are
overwritten according to the operating system’s
disk allocation policy. Eventually, in such
scenarios of uncertainty, we propose to attach
a likelihood measure to the assertion that an
application was running at that particular time.
Bayesian networks provide a solid and efficient
way to represent joint distributions for a large
number of random variables, and allow effective

inference from the observations. Therefore, they
can be used to examine and learn probabilistic
and causal relationships by updating beliefs
based on the evidence provided. The issue of
handling the uncertainties inherent in filesystem
activities of the application runs prompted us to
use Bayesian networks in our project.
Our methodology consists of the following
five steps:
• data collection
• data preprocessing
• hypothesis generation,
• experimentation
• model evaluation
We conducted experiments on filesystem
datasets obtained by our indigenously developed program in C#. It is very important to select the right data structure when designing a
network classifier, as adequately preprocessed
data structure leads to improved performance
for Bayesian classifier learning. The basis of our
hypothesis generation was that the filesystem
manipulation dataset was drawn from a random
sample space. For this purpose, we decided to
use the Bayesian approach to classify the dataset based on our background knowledge about
the filesystem access patterns of different applications. Bayesian learning algorithms, such
as the naive Bayes’ classifier, provide a practical approach to learning problems, and produce
promising results compared to decision tree and
neural network algorithms. In particular, Bayesian learning algorithms are effective especially
for classifying data that involves text attributes
[5, 20].
Our model demonstrates how Bayesian networks can be used effectively as a predictive tool
for assessing the verification application program executions from the filesystem metadata
information. Our Bayesian network model for
timeline reconstruction of the filesystem activity
can cope with the large complexity of datasets
in a reasonable timeframe, and is helpful in enhancing the digital forensic analysis procedure
with improved performance. The network struc-
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Figure 4: Graph showing the percentage of false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) observed for ten
different networks trained over increasing sizes of datasets.

ture was specified manually using knowledge
about how the application programs affect the
filesystem attributes. We used a Bayesian scoring
method to assign a probability score for a network model. However, it is quite likely that the
manual design may introduce bias and would not
be applicable for more complicated data structures with a large number of added features.
An important feature of a forensic analysis
software system is its ability to check the false
alarm rate. To ensure accuracy of the results,
the network should correctly identify normal and
abnormal behaviours. In the forensic literature,
the majority of researchers emphasize the
importance of addressing the false positive rate.
However, we believe that handling the false
negatives is equally important in digital forensic
analysis because the production of false negative
results in overlooking some valuable filesystem
state information that may have a greater impact
on obtaining digital evidence.
For this purpose, we conducted two types
of evaluations to detect false positives and
negatives. False positive (type-I error) tests
were conducted by feeding perfect instances of
directories and files that were known not to have
been manipulated by an application program.

The number of cases wrongly classified by the
network as known cases were treated as false
positives. False negative (type-II errors) tests
were conducted by supplying the network with
the known perfect instances of directories and
files identified to be accessed by an application
program. The number of cases wrongly classified
by the network as unknown cases were treated
as false negatives. We calculated the ratios of
false positives to false negatives, with respect to
the total number of cases. False positives and
negatives were calculated to be 6.25% and 4.85%,
respectively, for the final experimental dataset. A
graph showing the percentage of false positives
and false negatives observed for ten different
Bayesian networks trained with increasing
complexity of the dataset is provided in Figure 4.
The graph shows that sufficiently larger training
datasets resulted in reduced false findings
(positives and negatives). This observation is due
to the fact that the larger number of observations
pertaining to the filesystem activity patterns
of the application programs help to calculate
more accurate marginal and joint probability
distribution tables, which are subsequently
helpful in calculating more precise posterior
probabilities.
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It is important to mention that in data
classification problems, the availability of large
numbers of datasets improve one’s confidence
in the results. Although we have collected data
for a variety of different application program
types, we still have a small number of datasets.
Each individual dataset carries too much weight
in the final findings, and adding results for more
datasets would improve the overall network’s
results.
The results that we have obtained are
promising, as the total percentage of both the
false positives and negatives was reduced to
11.10% when tested on the sensible size of the
trained network. The added advantage of the
Bayesian network, as compared to the ordinary
neural network, is that it avoids over-fitting and
is thus more flexible. Finally, we executed SQL
queries on the filesystem activity dataset for
cross verification of the accuracy of the results.
To the best of our knowledge, the approach
that we have proposed herein to learn the
application programs’ execution pattern using
Bayesian belief networks has not been attempted
by any other researcher, and has not appeared in
any seminal paper.

VI. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an efficient and
adaptable Bayesian network-based probabilistic
framework with which to identify files that have

been manipulated by different applications.
Our method could be useful for preparing a

concise timeline of various activities occurring
on a filesystem. The focus of this paper is the
learning of a model from sample data that can
be used subsequently for analyzing a filesystem
state to determine the previously executed
application programs. We used the layers of
the abstraction approach to obtain, correlate,
preprocess, train and test the filesystem
datasets. The efficacy of this research is to
determine the model parameters that maximize
the supervised conditional likelihood, rather

than the commonly used unsupervised likelihood
methods. A probabilistic framework for this
project was developed, and experiments were
conducted using different applications to extract
prior knowledge about the pattern of filesystem
manipulations. This prior knowledge was used
to estimate the posterior information from the
test dataset. However, a challenge associated
with our technique is the difficulty of obtaining
a perfect footprint of the execution pattern of
various application programs.

VII. Future Directions
The practical difficulty in applying Bayesian
methods is that they typically require initial
knowledge of marginal and joint distributions
of the probabilities about different attributes
of the dataset. When these probabilities are not
known in advance, they are simply estimated
based on background knowledge of the dataset,
or previously available data and assumptions
about the form of the underlying probability
distributions. Specifically, this task becomes
more challenging when the forensic investigation
requires gathering evidence from disparate
sources. Another practical difficulty is the
significant computational investment required
to choose the optimal Bayes’ hypothesis and
select a suitable prior distribution to maximize
the posterior probability. A constraint to our
approach is that the overhead associated
with the calculation of prior probability for a
larger number of applications is an important
consideration. However, we believe that using
more advanced statistical analysis techniques
that support the training data in an unsupervised
mode could enhance network performance. The
key issue in our research is the development
of a mechanism that supports automatic
input parameter learning from a large dataset.
For automatic input parameter learning, the
expectation maximization algorithms, such as
maximum likelihood and maximum a posteriori
could be attempted as a future dimension to
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this research to increase the robustness of the
analysis procedure.
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TABLE I
PRIOR PROBABILITIES OF MANIPULATING A FILE BY THREE APPLICATIONS A1, A2 AND A3
Probability of manipulation by
Application 1 (A1)

Probability of manipulation by
Application 2 (A2)

Probability of manipulation by
Application 3 (A3)

True

0.25

0.34

0.40

False

0.75

0.66

0.60

TABLE II
JOINT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION TABLE FOR MANIPULATION
OF A FILE BY THREE APPLICATION PROGRAMS, A1, A2 AND A3
A1

True

A2

False

True

A3
True
(file)

False
(file)

False

True

False

True

False

True

False

True

False

True

False

p(F | A1
A2 A3)

p(F | A1
A2 A’3)

p(F | A1
A’2 A3)

p(F | A1
A’2 A’3)

p(F | A’1
A 2 A 3)

p(F | A’1
A2 A’3)

p(F | A’1
A’2 A3)

p(F | A’1
A’2 A’3)

= 0.88
p(F’ | A1
A2 A3)

= 0.46
p(F’ | A1
A2 A’3)

= 0.51
p(F’ | A1
A’2 A3)

= 0.25
p(F’ | A1
A’2 A’3)

= 0.62
p(F’ | A’1
A 2 A 3)

= 0.34
p(F | A’1
A2 A’3)

= 0.40
p(F’ | A’1
A’2 A3)

= 0.00
p(F’ | A’1
A’2 A’3)

= 0.12

= 0.54

= 0.49

= 0.75

= 0.38

= 0.66

= 0.60

= 1.00

TABLE III
OUTLINE OF THE PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING THE MARGINAL PROBABILITY OF THE FILE (F)
p (F A1A2A3) + p (F A’1A2A3) + p (F A1A’2A3) + p (F A1A2A’3) +
p (F A’1A’2A3) + p (F A’1A2A’3) + p (F A1A’2A’3) + p (F A’1A’2A’3)
p (F | A1A2A3) x p (F A1A2A3) + p (F A’1A2A3) x p (F A’1A2A3) +
= p (F | A1A’2A3) x p (A1A’2A3) + p (F | A1A2A’3) x p (A’1A2A3) +
p (F | A1A’2A’3) x p (A1A’2A’3) + p (F | A’1A’2A’3) x p (A’1A’2A’3)
p (F | A1A2A3) x p (A1) x p (A2) x p (A3) +
p (F | A’1A2A3) x p (A’1) x p (A2) x p (A3) +
p (F | A1A’2A3) x p (A1) x p (A’2) x p (A3) +
p (F | A1A2A’3) x p (A1) x p (A2) x p (A’3) +
=
p (F | A’1A’2A’3) x p (A’1) x p (A’2) x p (A3) +
p (F | A’1A’2A’3) x p (A’1) x p (A2) x p (A’3) +
p (F | A1A’2A’3) x p (A1) x p (A’2) x p (A’3) +
p (F | A’1A’2A’3) x p (A’1) x p (A’2) x p (A’3)
0.88 x 0.25 x 0.34 x 0.40 + 0.62 x 0.75 x 0.34 x 0.40 +
0.51 x 0.25 x 0.66 x 0.40 + 0.46 x 0.25 x 0.34 x 0.60 +
=
0.40 x 0.75 x 0.66 x 0.40 + 0.34 x 0.75 x 0.34 x 0.60 +
0.25 x 0.25 x 0.66 x 0.60 + 0.00 x 0.75 x 0.66 x 0.60

p (F) =

= 0.30625 = 0.31
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TABLE III
ILLUSTRATION OF THE PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING THE POSTERIOR PROBABILITIES OF
APPLICATION PROGRAMS A1, A2 AND A3 BY USING THE BAYES THEOREM
p (A1 | F=true)= {p(F | A1) x p(A1) } / p (F)
[ { p (F | A1A2) x p(A2) + p(F | A1A’2) x p(A’2) } x p(A1) ] / p(F)
[ { p (F | A1A2A3) x p(A2) x p(A3) + p(F | A1A2A’3) x p(A2) x
=
p(A’3) + p(F | A1A’2A3) x p(A’2) x p(A3) + p(F | A1A’2A’3) x
p(A’2) x p(A’3) } x p(A1) ] / p(F)
[ {0.88 x 0.34 x 0.40 + 0.46 x 0.34 x 0.60 + 0.51 x 0.66 x 0.40
=
+ 0.25 x 0.66 x 0.60} x 0.25 ] / 0.30625
= (0.44716 x 0.25) / 0.30625
0.36503 = 0.37
{p(F | A2) x p(A2) } / p(F)
[ { p(F | A1A2) x p(A1) + p(F | A’1A2) x p(A’1) } x p(A2) ] / p(F)
[ { p(F | A1A2A3) x p(A1) x p(A3) + p(F | A1A2A’3) x p(A1) x
= p(A’3) + p(F | A’1A2A3) x p(A’1) x p(A3) x p(F | A’1A2A’3) x
p(A’1) x p(A3) } x p(A2) ] / p(F)
[ {0.88 x 0.25 x 0.40 + 0.46 x 0.25 x 0.60 + 0.62 x 0.75 x 0.40
=
+ 0.34 x 0.75 x 0.60} x 0.34 ] / 0.30625

p (A2 | F=true)=

= (0.496 x 0.34) / 0.30625
= 0.55066 = 0.55
{p(F | A3) x p(A3) } / p(F)
P (A3 | F=true)=
[ {p(F | A1A3) x p(A1) + p(F | A’1A3) x p(A’1) } x p(A3) ] / p(F)
[ {p(F | A1A2A3) x p(A1) x p(A2) + p(F | A1A’2A3) x p(A1) x
= p(A’2) + p(F | A’1A2A3) x p(A’1) x p(A2) + p(F | A’1A’2A3) x
p(A’1) x p(A’2) } x p(A3) ] / p(F)
[ {0.88 x 0.25 x 0.34 + 0.51 x 0.25 x 0.66 + 0.62 x 0.75 x 0.75 x 0.34
=
+ 0.40 x 0.75 x 0.66} x 0.40 ] / 0.30625
= (0.51505 x 0.40) / 0.30625
= 0.672 72 = 0.67
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Botnet Analysis
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Abstract - This paper discusses the current societal impact, design, implementation and use
of botnets, as well as motivations for botnet creation. Additionally, we provide a generalized
description of basic analysis techniques for reverse engineering botnets. The tools presented
herein are industry examples that enable detection of digital fingerprints to identify the botnet
authors. This analysis provides direction for and utility of some of the botnet development tools
and the information that can be obtained from each of them.
Key words: Botnet, malware, virus, reverse engineering, static analysis

I. Evolution of Malware
The use of malware to compromise computer
systems has been a consistent part of the computer
and network landscape for much of the past 20
years. The resulting battle among users who wish
to secure their systems and invaders attempting
to control these systems has never been greater
than it is currently. However, the methods of and
motives for invasion have changed over time.

A. Motivations
We examined the effects of early computer
viruses and asked some of the virus writers
about their motivations. From their answers we
determined a wide rationale range, including:
A) To make a political or social statement

B) To establish a name for themselves in the
hacker community
C) To celebrate some person or event
D) To show software companies how their
systems were flawed
E) To stick it to “the man”
F) Just because they could
The fight to reduce the risk of becoming a
malware victim has been the driving force behind a multi-billion dollar industry, which encompasses companies built around establishing
security, firewalls, anti-virus software and antispyware software. Whereas traditional malware
was designed to present an invader-instigated
statement, most modern malware is being created to exact financial gain for the designers and
controllers. Malware encompasses many different types of malicious programs, but the type that
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has dwarfed most others over the past 3 years is
the botnet. Some of the old motivations still apply
with botnets, but financial reward is the impetus
that drives continued botnet development.[1]

constant or “always on” connection. IRC bots typically fall into this latter category, and thus represent the majority of configurations.

III. Botnet Uses
II. Botnet terminology
To discuss methods of investigating botnets
adequately, it is important to understand how these
entities function on a basic level. A bot is simply
a single, remotely controllable and compromised
computer, whereas a botnet is network of many
bots. Much like viruses, all botnets rely on infected
hosts for their survival and replication, and include
a mechanism for host control. Botnets range in
size from small to large (over 100,000) armies
of infected hosts. The actual mechanism for
host control varies, and there are indications that
the control mechanism is shifting. However, the
primary method used today involves the Internet
Relay Chat (IRC) channels because they are easy
to setup, manage and transport. The downside of
utilizing the IRC as a host-control method is that
IRCs are often easy to identify, and can be restricted
at the client or firewall level. This is especially true
of botnets that use the standard IRC port of 6667.
Thus, botnet authors and controllers have begun
to look for alternative methods of controlling
their small armies of infected machines that can
get around many of these client side software
restriction policies or firewall policies. Observed
alternate control mechanisms include the use of
HTTP and Peer to Peer (P2P) technologies that are
constructed with architectures similar to those of
Fastrack and Gnutella [2].

Botnet Control Methods
At a more granular level, individual clients receive commands in different ways. Some bots are
designed to poll a service at regular intervals. This
relies on the client checking to determine if new
commands have been issued. Another method is
server-based, in which some service will push new
commands down to listening bots. Finally, the
most common communication channel involves a

The earliest bots were not designed to be
malicious; they were designed to perform
automated tasks such as maintaining ownership
of channels, answering questions, distributing
files or running games, such as trivia [3], in the IRC
channels. The malicious bots that have evolved
into today’s botnets stem from the ideas behind
the earlier IRC bots, and expand them to include
malicious behavior. Modern botnets are used for
a wide range of purposes, including:
1) Data Theft/Piracy – of, for example, Credit
Card numbers, usernames and passwords,
product
activation
codes,
product
identification numbers, etc.
2) Spam/Phishing – Botnets allow spammers to
avoid many of the email blacklists that many
spam filters use today, since the IP addresses
of infected hosts are usually not included
in these blacklists. Phishers can also use
botnets to send phishing e-mail that is not
easily traced or to host phishing websites.
3) Fraud – Banner-clicking ad scams drive up
the number of perceived visits to websites.
4) File Distribution/Hosting – Potentially,
infected machines could be used to store
illegal files (or small pieces of these
files) such as child pornography, stolen
applications, games, movies, etc. They
could also be used to distribute newer
versions of the botnet software that has
new functionality, or is used to stay ahead
of anti-virus signatures.
5) DDOS attacks – These could be conducted
to extort money from businesses that
cannot afford downtime, or to invade
government or infrastructure websites and
internet-connected hosts.[3]
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Botnet Payloads
In order for bots to be effective, the software
that they infect must be able to act upon the commands that are received. The most basic functionality of botnet software is its ability to obtain commands that are sent to it. Most botnets, however,
include much more flexible, and can be enhanced
to include any of the following pieces of functionality:
A)

DDOS attack capabilities – Often used to
extort money from web site owners or to
limit the ability of a site to communicate,
such as political or social activism sites.

B)

SMTP mail capabilities – Used to send spam
and phishing e-mails rather than routing
them through a traditional e-mail server.

C)

File distribution functions – Used to update
bots on a regular basis to stay a step ahead
of anti-virus software.

D)

Keystroke loggers - Used to capture
information about the user of the
machine, such as credit card information
or usernames and passwords.

E)

Spreading capabilities – Used to identify
and infect additional computers to join the
botnet network.

F)

Internet speed testing – Used to identify
machines that have a preferable connection
to the internet and are capable of greater
communication speeds.

G)

Hiding/stealthing abilities – Used to hide
themselves from computer users or to
prevent a computer user from removing
the malware.

H)

Encryption – Used to obfuscate the network
data stream in order to limit the ability of
an investigator to examine what the botnet
is doing.

IV. Botnet Binary Analysis
As with most malware programs, there are
very few original botnet applications. Only a few
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malware authors are skilled enough to write computer code that can exploit known system vulnerabilities. From a single example of exploit code,
dozens or even hundreds of others can modify the
core program to suit their purposes. Anti-virus
companies typically add different suffixes to vary
the same code, resulting in a complex schema of
variations that are difficult or impossible to monitor. Currently, there are vast numbers of different
bot families, most with some similarities, but each
with a unique fingerprint of the author or copycat offender. Bot families include Agobot, Rbot,
SDBot, Gaobot, Phatbot, RXBot and nuclearBot,
and others within which reside many child bots or
spinoffs of the original parent bot. For example a
parent bot may be labeled as Agobot.A, which may
in turn have many copycat or child bots created
from the original with different variations. This
may continue through Agobot.ZZ or even further.
The benefit of these botnets falling within specific
families is that they are easier to understand. If you
understand how the original or parent bot operates, it becomes easier to understand the child
bots and their variations from the original.
Most original bots are created using the C programming language. Another common characteristic among botnets is that they can be modularized so that it is easier to include common
payloads based on the needs of the botnet controller. In fact, some malware authors have simplified the process even further by creating Graphical
User Interface (GUI)-based tools that can be used
to build a custom bot program simply by clicking
some checkboxes.
In order to analyze a botnet network, it is
imperative that the user understands how botnets
function. A typical botnet is comprised of several
components, each of which is a potential avenue
of investigation. The person creating the botnet
is often referred to as the controller, herder or
pimp. An important botnet component is the
control channel. Control channels may be hosted
on public or private IRC servers. Many public IRC
servers tend to ban known botnet participants
from connecting to their servers; however it is
easy to create new channels, thus the controller
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may create a new channel on a new server or use
a proxy so their IP address is different when they
reconnect to the server. The IRC channel is where
the controller will issue commands to the infected
hosts in their botnet.
In order to make botnets highly mobile, DNS is
often used with registered domain names, which the
controller purchases. For example, if the controller
wants to have the bots point to a new command
and control server, they need only to update the
DNS record with the IP address of the new server.
This is particularly useful when a suspected botnet
herder gets banned from public IRC servers or their
command and control server is taken offline. Finally,
the botnet must have a number of infected hosts.
Each of these hosts runs the malware program.

V. Reverse Engineering Malware
There are two components of any botnet
investigation. First, there is the analysis of the
malware itself, which includes examining the
binary file for clues such as usernames, payloads,
passwords and DNS names. This investigative
aspect may also include a run-time analysis
to determine how the bot in question behaves
when it is running. The anti-virus vendors or the
Norman Sandbox Center are often employed to
conduct this procedure. It is important to have
a specially prepared system, or sandbox, if the
investigation will include a runtime analysis of
the malware. It should not be capable of infecting
other hosts and should not be a system that is in
use for anything other than testing malware.
The second component of any botnet
investigation involves attempting to track
sources, which entails identifying the DNS name
registers, the IRC servers that are hosting the
control channels, monitoring of botnet chatter
and identifying the controller (ideally).

A. Static Code Analysis
Many tools are available for the static analysis
of malicious code, some of which are simple,
while others are very technical; some tools are

free, and some are very expensive; some require
significant effort on the part of the investigator
and some automate a number of investigative
tasks. The Hex editor WinHex (Softpedia,
SoftNews NET SRL) is a popular tool for static
analysis, although a simple text editor may be
sufficient. This communication is not intended
to discuss all of the available tools, but rather to
provide the information from different sources
of evidence.
Any discussion of static malware analysis
requires that the examiner possesses a copy of
the malware code in question. This code typically
constitutes a compiled binary file. If the malware
is in the form of a script, such as VBScript or
JavaScript, then the analysis is relatively
simple, since scripted programs can be read by
anyone familiar with the specific programming
language. For binary code, the typical user will
not have the source code, and most of the actual
commands will not be readable, yet there may
be portions that can yield clues as to its intent.
The use of a binary decompiler is the most direct
route to determining the function of the binary
code. However decompilers require a strong
programming background for use, and some
malware may prevent the use of decompilers by
encrypting the binary code. [5]
Even binary code often contains portions
that are readable, such as the file header, and
sometimes there are clear text references within
the code itself, such as HTML code, password lists
and references to IRC connection settings. To
view this information, certain tools are available,
such as Strings.exe (http://www.microsoft.
com/technet/sysinternals/Miscellaneous/
Strings.mspx), which allows an examiner to
quickly view ASCII characters strings of specified
lengths. This approach works well to extract
plaintext information from a binary file rapidly.
Figure 1 depicts a sample output from running
Strings.exe. Notably, there are several pieces of
information that may be useful to the examiner,
such as IP addresses, names, passwords and bot
capabilities. [6]
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Figure 1

A password may be contained in the data
returned from the strings.exe tool. Although the
password may not be obvious, this output could be
useful if it is necessary to build a dictionary file to
follow a password.
Programmers that wish to minimize the size
of a program package often rely on compression
utilities. These compression tools are similar to a zip
program, but allow the program to execute. Utilities
that do this are known as packers. A packer, used
for legitimate purposes, decreases the size of the
program. Additionally, packers decrease program
size of malware, but they also obfuscate data within
the binary, and can limit the abilities of a decompiler.
The latter function is especially true if the packing
utility is combined with an encryption utility. This
combination makes reverse engineering of malware
more difficult. One aspect of binary analysis that is
hindered is the effectiveness of tools like strings.
exe, since all of the clear text data in the file becomes
unreadable and possibly unencrypted until the file is
unpacked. The only data that remains uncorrupted
is the file header information from which one can

identify the file type (i.e. MZ for executables), and
perhaps the tool that was used to pack and/or
encrypt the binary file. If an uncommon packing
utility was utilized, the unpacking task becomes
more difficult. In some cases, public unpacking
utilities are unavailable. [7]

B. Compromised System Analysis
If there is suspicion that a system has been
compromised, it is important to understand all of
the associated malware programs. One method of
identifying the involved malware and associated
supporting programs is to identify those processes
and services that are configured to launch
automatically when the machine is booted, or when
a user logs on to the system. Many people think
of malware as being a single malicious program.
While this potential does exist, there are typically
multiple programs associated with the core piece
of botnet malware, which is necessarily modular
in its design to render custom applications. This
modularity generally does not require additional
support files, since these become part of the
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single compiled malware binary. The supporting
files that are associated frequently with botnets
are either for modules not otherwise available,
hacking tools like pwdump.exe [8] and netcat
[9] (nc.exe) or they are designed to protect the
malware from detection or deletion. Associated
files that protect against detection are often
kernel- or user-mode rootkits. Some rootkits
actively hide specific files, as well as registry and
port data. Other rootkits simply disable tools that
are meant to identify malware, such as anti-virus
software, task manager, Regedit [10] and WinMSD
[11]. A rootkit on a system infers that nothing
on that system can be trusted. The best way of
managing this situation is to perform an offline
analysis of the hard drive from a known clean
system that is not running the rootkit.
Another set of tools that has been observed
in botnets is known as keep-alive processes or
services. The sole job of keep-alive programs is

to ensure that the malware is quietly placed back
on the system and launched again if it has been
deleted. These keep-alive programs generally
run as services so that they are started at boot
time. They then do checks at regular intervals
to confirm that the malware is still running. The
keep-alive function only kicks in if the service
discovers that the malware is no longer running,
or that it has been tampered with (i.e. replaced
by another program by the same name).
If no rootkit is involved to actively hide malicious processes or services, then a quick method
of identifying the infecting malware is to identify which programs and services are configured
to start automatically, as well as the path from
which they are starting. Because of how botnets are used, their presence on a system tends
to go unnoticed, which is usually the intent of
the botnet software author. One good tool for
identifying many of the startup locations is the

Figure 2
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Autoruns tool (http://www.microsoft.com/technet/sysinternals/utilities/Autoruns.mspx; Fig. 2).
This tool is extensive and identifies most of the locations on a Windows system wherein programs or
services start automatically. Autoruns tools identify all common start locations, with the exception
of applications that are launched by other applications or services.
Another benefit of this tool is that it can hide
known entries of Microsoft startup programs based
on hash values. Thus, it only lists 3rd party startup
processes and services. This tool also shows the
full path to the executable.
Two additional methods that malware authors
use to disguise their programs is to bestow the
malware with seemingly legitimate names with slight
variations of known legitimate programs, or provide
the malware the same name as a known legitimate
program, but run it out of an alternate folder. A
common example of this naming schema takes
advantage of the Microsoft Service Host Process
(svchost.exe), and the fact that it is not uncommon
to see multiple threads of this tool running in the
Windows Task Manager utility. Many examples have
arisen in which the malware is named scvhost.exe
or some variation therein (e.g. svhost.exe), which
might be overlooked upon quick examination of the
Task Manager. More sophisticated malware authors
may bestow their program with the exact name (e.g.
svchost.exe), but will run it from an alternate path,
such as C:\Windows\system32\drivers instead of
the actual path of C:\Windows\system32. Another
popular path uses protected folders with reserved
names, making it more difficult to access and view
files (e.g. C:\RECYCLER\<SID Identifier>\com1).
Folders with reserved names like com1, lpt1 and
aux are more difficult to traverse, particularly when
they are contained within a protected folder such
as RECYCLER or SYSTEM VOLUME INFORMATION,
which normally enables only System access and
not Administrator access. The Task Manager does
not display the full path to the executable, making
it difficult to know if malware is included among
the listed entries. Thus, the value of tools such as
Autoruns becomes evident since they display full
paths.
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Note: The use of reserved name folders or
embedding files in protected folders is a common
practice among hackers that use rootkits to hide
their tools and files. An offline analysis should
always be performed if you find data in these
paths.

C. Runtime Code Analysis
Many bots cannot be analyzed completely
through a static examination of the malware
binary. This is particularly true in cases where
uncommon packers and encryption have been
used to obfuscate the binary itself. To collect
additional information about the behavior of
the malware, it may be necessary to execute the
malware to observe what actions take place on
the victim system, such as file system changes,
registry changes and network activity. In the case
of botnets, it is particularly helpful to identify
such network information as the location of the
bot connection to receive commands, as well
as any usernames, handles, IRC channels and
passwords. [12]
No attempt should be made to run a malicious
executable unless a system has been prepared adequately. Such preparation is referred to as executing within a sandbox. The sandbox system
should not be a production machine that is used
for other purposes, nor should it be connected
to the local network. The general idea is to execute the malware within a controlled environment
in which it will not affect other systems, and the
sandbox system can be formatted and reinstalled
after the execution of the malware. Additionally,
the sandbox system should not be patched or running anti-virus software, as this activity may affect
the result of the examination. Virtual Machines
have proven to be quite popular as sandbox systems because they are easy to secure and restore
once testing is complete. [13] It should be noted,
however, that malware can be configured to behave differently on a virtual machine than it does
on a regular system, and that a malware author
can easily perform a check to determine on which
platform the malware is running.
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Because investigators are interested in watching
for changes to the file system, registry and network
activity, they should utilize comprehensive tools
that operate in real-time.
Regmon [14] and
Filemon [15] are effective for monitoring file system
and registry changes. Both of these tools operate in
essentially the same manner, to record changes to
the file system and registry as they occur. It should
be noted, however, that even if they only collect data
for a very short period of time, the logs can grow to
be very large. Because of this volume expansion, the
manufacturers recommend that the user minimize
the amount of tool run-time. The capture should
be initiated immediately before executing the
malware, and the tools should be halted as soon
as sufficient data have been collected. Filtering can
then be used to narrow down the logs to just the
specific activities of the malware.
For network activity, there are a few tools to
consider. The Windows operating system includes
the netstat [16] utility. This tool can display
information for active ports such as which ports
are currently listening or have an established
connection, their process ID number, and the local
and remote IP addresses involved. To use the tool,
open a command line and type netstat–ano. A more
comprehensive tool is the FPort tool (Foundstone,
Inc., http://www.foundstone.com/us/resources/
proddesc/fport.htm). This tool is similar to netstat,
but it also includes the full path to the application
that opens the port, a feature that is particularly
valuable when the malware is using a name that is
the same as a legitimate application, but running
it out of an alternative location. One other tool
for viewing ports and network connections is
the TCPView tool (Microsoft, Inc., http://www.
microsoft.com/technet/sysinternals/Utilities/
TcpView.mspx). TCPView has some similarities
to netstat and FPort, however, TCPView uses GUI
interfaces and is updated dynamically to display
connected and unconnected endpoints. Netstat
and FPort only display a static list of open ports
at the time the tool is run. Because TCPView is
updated dynamically, it will not capture just this
snapshot view of the network activity. Each tool
has its particular strengths and weaknesses,

requiring the examiner to evaluate the plethora of
available tools to collect information relevant to
the investigation.
To capture the full data packets, a packet-capture tool such as Netmon 3.1[17] or WireShark [18]
(formerly Ethereal), should be used. The buffer
should be configured to enable full capture without any overwriting of the logs. As with the Filemon and Regmon tools, the network activity logs
can grow quickly. In general there are not as many
entries as there are with the file system or registry
tools, but filtering can be used to get a quick picture of what network activity was taking place.
The challenge to using such Network Analysis
tools as Netmon or WireShark is that if the sandbox
system does not have internet access, the logs
will have limited value. This is because with most
botnet malware the first step is to do DNS name
resolution of the control channel. If this task fails,
the bot will not continue and will not try to contact
the IRC channel, since DNS name resolution failed,
requiring that the sandbox system has internet
access at least long enough to do the network
capture.

VI. Key Pieces of Evidence / Identifying
Suspects
With the static and runtime analysis complete
and logs generated, there will likely be some
components that contain more valuable information
and evidence than others. Specifically, the data
that one attempts to obtain will include:
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

Command and Control Server (DNS names
and/or IP address)
IRC Control Channels
Usernames/Aliases
Passwords (both for servers and IRC
channels)
Organization names
Digital Fingerprints (such as a handle that
the botnet author goes by which might
be identifiable by cross-referencing the
handle against other locations)
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G)
H)
I)
J)

Data Collection Server IP addresses (if
the botnet is configured to steal data)
DNS or Dynamic DNS provider
Name Registrar where domain names
were purchased
ISP of Control Channel servers, DNS servers, webhosts or any other system that
can be controlled by the malware author

VII. Challenges
Botnet malware presents a unique challenge
when trying to identify potential and actual behavior on infected machines. Moreover, because
bots maintain an active control mechanism, the
investigation should attempt to identify the person or organization behind the botnet. When
money is a motivator for botnet infection, many
of the botnet controllers will often take extra precautions to avoid being identified and
caught. The following examples showcase some
challenges that botnet investigators face and will
likely have to overcome:
1) Botnet operators will often use publicly
and freely available resources.
2) Botnet operators often go through one
or more relays before connecting to the
botnet control channels in order to mask
their own IP address.
3) Working across jurisdictional and international boundaries can also present a challenge to find the appropriate counterpart
with which to work.
Another challenge has to do with the architecture of botnets in general. The use of Dynamic
DNS means that when botnets are dismantled, all
components must be deconstructed simultaneously, otherwise the botnet controller can simply
move their botnet and bring it back online in a
very short period of time. This dismantling effort requires that:
1) The Command and Control server be
prevented
from
issuing
additional
commands.
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2) DNS registration be stopped so that DNS
cannot be configured to point elsewhere.
3) Domain name registration be frozen so
that the botnet controller cannot point to
new DNS servers.
This list does not take into consideration
the fact that even if the botnet is dismantled
successfully, a new infection by the same author can recur. Thus, the botnet author must be
identified and captured to prevent them from
modifying their bot even slightly build a new
botnet army.

VII. Summary
Investigating botnets can be a time consuming
and involved process that often requires specialized knowledge and skills. The successful botnet
investigator must understand how to reverseengineer malware, and s/he must know how DNS
works, how IRC operates and how to investigate
internet-based criminal activities. The investigator must also employ traditional investigative
work, such as looking for motives and following
money trails. Most crimes involving botnets are
traditional, and have been perpetrated for a long
time. Criminals are using technology more and
more as a medium for perpetuating their crimes;
thus responsibility falls on investigators to learn
how technology works and understand how to
follow the digital clues to track down and stop
these criminals.
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A framework for risk assessment of information
technology in the corporate environment
Laerte Peotta and Paulo Gondim

Abstract - The growing need for transparency in business negotiations requires greater control
of technological risks. However, technological risk assessment tools currently available in the
market are imprecise as they are based on the analysis of events that have already passed. The
current paper describes a real-time, proactive risk analysis framework. We propose that instead
of testing vulnerabilities from an external point of view, agents be incorporated and distributed
into “actives” (hardware and software) so as to be able to provide application, configuration and
specific localization information. In this manner, changes noted will be divulged by the agent in
an immediate and pro-active manner to a central repository. When vulnerabilities are detected,
correction processes will be implemented automatically, permitting technological risks to be
monitored in real-time.
Key words: Risk assessment, information security, real time, vulnerability analyst.

I. Introduction
There is a growing concern with information
security, resulting in the growth of a new field –
technology risk analysis. The role of a technological
risk analyst is to identify vulnerabilities, calculate a
vulnerability score and verify whether or not the
identified vulnerability could affect a business. If so,
he or she must correct the problem expiditiously.
Though this task may appear simple at first glance,
with relatively few steps to follow, the number of
vulnerabilities has been increasing exponentially to
the point that it has become impossible to identify
vulnerabilities in a manual or even semi-automatic

manner. It is also important to note that there is an
increasing demand for risk analysis transparency
by the market and by regulatory bodies that require
corporations to follow strict information security
management norms, such as Sarbanes-Oxley
(SOX)[4], Basel Accords I and II[10], ISO 17799[1],
ISO 27001[7] and BS-7799[2]. The need to adhere
to international norms may result in extra costs
and, in some cases, loss of competitiveness, albeit
typically only in the short term. Medium and longterm effects resulting from the implementation of
such norms are clearly beneficial and demonstrate
a certain business “maturity” and preparedness that
may even attract new investments and increase the
trust of stockholders.
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The growing need for transparency in business
requires greater control of technological risks. Risk
can be defined as the probability that a physical
situation will cause damage, at any level, during a
specified period of time of a vulnerability, which,
in turn, is defined as a weakness in the system that
may involve people, processes or technology that
can be exploited to obtain access to information.
The existence of a vulnerability creates a risk that
results in a threat, here defined as any circumstance
or event that has the potential to cause an impact
on the confidentiality, integrity or availability of
information. As such, the proper classification of
information is of critical importance in the cycle
of security processes.
Risk analysis may be extremely complex and is
directly dependent on proper planning and prior
knowledge of the technological environment
in which the analysis will be undertaken. And
as such, it is defined as a process that aims to
identify, analyze, reduce or transfer risk [13]. The
technological risk analysis tools currently available
in the market are highly dependent on proprietary
operational systems [15][16] that tie the “solution”
to a single platform. Additionally, these tools
base their assessment on collected information
regarding past events and, consequently, are
unable to provide a true solution in real time.
Contrary to static models of risk analysis,
this paper proposes a pro-active framework
that functions in real-time. Instead of testing
vulnerabilities from an external point of view, where
the information is obtained by simply exploring
the “active” (computational system composed
of hardware and software), we propose that
agents (sensors) capable of providing application,
configuration and localization information be
incorporated into actives. Any observed changes,
such as physical location, software update or
installation, hardware modifications, changes in
security policy, etc., will be immediately reported
by the agent, in a pro-active manner, to a central
repository. The function of the central repository
will be to correlate the information provided by the
agents with vulnerability information published by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) through a Common Vulnerability Scoring
System (CVSS). Should a vulnerability be identified,
a correction process will be immediately requested
and the team responsible for that particular active
will initiate laboratory analysis in order to make
appropriate corrections.
The current paper is structured in the following
manner: In Section 2, we present published
work that is relevant to the topic. Section 3 will
further explore the use of CVSS as an initial
methodological base, as well as the metrics used
for risk analysis. The model used to register
vulnerabilities, known as Common Vulnerabilities
and Exposures (CVE) will be discussed in Section
4. Sections 5 and 6 will address means to obtain
and classify inventories as well as further detail
the methodology of the proposed framework.
Finally, Section 7 will present the conclusion and
the direction of future work.

II. Related works
During the development of this work we did
not identify any previous works that proposed
to conduct a risk analysis of information assets
in real time, that is, at the very moment that a
vulnerability is identified and reported. In this
context, we describe below the publications that
contributed to meeting our original objective. The
information necessary to define risk and security
was established in a recent study by Perera and
Holsomback [9]. The study further suggested a
matrix for risk analysis following the framework
shown in Figure 1.
The authors also proposed a risk management
system based on IRMA1. However, this system is
limited in that risk input must always be done
manually; consequently there is always the need
for a risk analyst to input information.
A study by Fussell and Field [6] identified and
described methods for risk analysis management.
However, similar to that noted by Perera and
Holsomback [9], the described method was
1 Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency
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Figure 1: Risk analysis matrix [9].

limited in that there was no systematic automation
for system data collection to be used in risk
management. The OCTAVE method (Operationally
Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation)
was described previously [14]. Briefly a team,
known as an “analysis team”, managed the process
and analyzed the information, taking direct action
when called for, depending on the situation. The
method consisted of three distinct phases:
1. The characterization of a threat profile,
during which the network structure and
information organization are identified
and described.
2. Identification of vulnerabilities, during
which the infrastructure is evaluated and
vulnerable points are identified.
3. Strategy planning and development of a
security plan, during which the critical
work of developing a risk analysis plan of
action is completed.
The difficulty in implementing this method is
related to the need for a team of people to work
exclusively in the analysis of information and risk
so that decisions can be made. The objective of
this paper is to provide a detailed discussion of a
methodology that permits risk analysis calculations
for applications and equipment in the area of
information technology through the use of sensors
that will collect local information and store the
data in a central repository. Comparisons between
the information provided by the sensors with

available vulnerability information in databases
will permit the identification of vulnerabilities in
real-time, facilitating the initiation of correction
processes.

III. Common Vulnerability
Scoring System
Various information security departments such
as the NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology), FIRST (Forum of Incident Response and
Security Teams) and CERT (Computer Emergency
Response Team), etc., have created a standard
with which to measure and quantify software
vulnerabilities, known as CVSS [11]. Historically,
the industry has utilized various scoring methods
to determine software vulnerability [8]. However,
the criteria or processes used were not detailed,
which has caused serious problems to users in the
management of their systems and applications.
It is important to note that all variabilities exist
within a limited timeframe, which must be
acknowledged in order to solve problems. The
current work utilized CVSS and was based on the
assumption that there will be standardization
of vulnerability information and reporting of
errors. Information divulged by CVSS will be
stored internally and immediately compared with
inventoried information, identifying actives that
may be vulnerable.
FIRST was chosen by the NIAC (National
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Infrastructure Advisory Council) to head the CVSS
project and to establish an open and universal
evaluation standard to help organizations
prioritize security and vulnerability analysis issues.
The goal was to consolidate the efforts of security
teams world-wide to solve the standardization
problem and to facilitate a quicker response
time in addressing risks to known vulnerabilities.
CVSS utilizes the following three basic metrics to
calculate the score of a given vulnerability:
•
•

Base metrics: contain the attributes that
are intrinsic to all vulnerabilities.

•
•

Temporal metrics: contain the vulnerabilities
that evolve over time and are dependent
upon the lifecycle of the vulnerability.

•

Environmental metrics: represent those
characteristics that are unique to the
corporate environment in which they are
being considered.

A. Base metrics
Base metrics are established by the manufacturer;
they are based on the functionality and use of
each software, and can be adapted to meet certain
criteria. A total of seven impacts (summarized
below) are used to obtain a final score that, in
conjunction with the temporal and environmental
metrics, will comprise the final risk score.
1. Access difficulty: measures the complexity
required for a hacker to explore the
targeted system.
2. Access vector: determines whether or not
the vulnerability can be explored locally or
remotely.
3. Authentication: determines whether or not
an intruder needs to obtain authentication
to explore the vulnerability of the system.
4. Confidentiality impact: measures the
impact on confidentiality (none/partial/
complete).
5. Integrity impact: determines the impact on
data integrity.
6. Availability: determines the availability
impact.
7. CIA impact (Confidentiality, Integrity,

Availability): permits the evaluator to give
greater weight to one of the CIA scores
relative to the others.

B. Temporal metrics
Events may occur that affect the urgency of
the threat posed by the vulnerability during the
lifecycle of a vulnerability.
1. Exploitability. This assessment determines
whether or not it is possible to exploit the
vulnerability. Exploitability can be classified as
one of the following:
a. Unproven: without a known exploit.
b. Proof of concept: a concept text has been created, suggesting that a threat exists.
c. Functional: when a known exploit is in existence.
d. High: when the vulnerability is actively being
exploited manually or by a malicious code.
2. Remediation level. This assessment provides
information as to whether or not a solution has
been identified.
a. Official fix: manufacturer-provided correction (patch)
b. Temporary fix: manufacturer-provided temporary solution
c. Walkaround and unavailable
3. Report confidence. This assessment represents
the degree of credibility that a vulnerability
exists and the credibility of it’s dissemination
(Unconfirmed/Uncorroborated/Confirmed)

C. Environmental metrics
Environmental metrics are the only metrics
that are defined based on the situation of the
specific company and consequently can be
manipulated and changed by managers, auditors
and consultants to more accurately represent the
reality of a given company.
1. Collateral Damage Potential. This assessment measures potential damage, which
can represent the risk of loss of equipment
and property damage.
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2. Target Distribution. This assessment indicates the percentage of systems, relative to
the number of systems, that are susceptible
to the vulnerability (None; Low, up to 15%;
Medium, up to 40%; High, over 50% of the
systems are vulnerable).

D. Scoring process
The scoring process will define a final value
based on a combination of all the metrics used,
combining the values utilizing pre-determined
formulas [11]. The final score is obtained by
combining the three previously described CVSS
groups. The metric system can be defined by the
vectors listed in Table 1, facilitating the input of
data and its use by a managing program.

IV. Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE)
The CVE is a public database in which anyone
can obtain information on vulnerabilities. It
has defined standards relative to the treatment
and dissemination of vulnerability information.
The CVE database is the result of collaborative
efforts between various entities working with
information security, such as the Sans Institute,
Cancert, and CERT, among others. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology’s Digital Computer
Laboratory (MITRE) is the main custodian of CVE.
Given that this is collaborative project, no prespecified contributions are expected. However,
financial contributions as well as assistance in
disseminating information are permitted.
MITRE’s main objective for CVE is not
simply for it to disseminate information regarding
vulnerability and security, but for it to standard-

ize the manner in which this information should
be treated. CVE should prevent duplication of information and enable optimal utilization of the
collected data. Thus CVE is capable of providing a
more comprehensive database and consequently
better quality data security.

V. Management of resources
According to the ISO 27001 normative of 2005,
all of a company’s informational resources must
be identified and managed based on previously
established determined controls. Ideally, informational resources should be documented and categorized according to their level of importance.
The consequences of a particular resource being
compromised must also be considered. An effective risk analysis starts from the premise that the
full technological infrastructure has been identified
[3]. There are various manners in which this can be
accomplished, such as through manual research
of the network, through speaking and interviewing those directly responsible for the infrastructure, through contacting the connections points,
and through identifying and recording all of the
components of the network.
Risk management is a neverending process that
must continuously be reevaluated to identify any
inconsistencies. The process of risk analysis itself
can be divided into six parts (Figure 2).
It is reasonable to assume that it would be
viable to implement the above-mentioned points
with a small to medium size network (up to 1000
machines). Unfortunately, as soon as the data
collection process has been finished and the risk
scoring initiated, the analysis would already be
outdated— that is, that which was assessed would
already be in the past. Every passing minute makes

Table 1. CVSS vector definition [11].
Vector
Base Vectors
Temporal Vectors
Environmental Vectors
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Description
AV:[R,L]/AC:[H,L]/Au:[R,NR]/C:[N,P,C]/I:[N,P,C]
/A:[N,P,C]/B:[N,C,I,A]
/E:[U,P,F,H]/RL:[O,T,W,U]/RC:[N,U,C]
/CD[N,L,LM,MH,H]:/TD:[N,L,M,H]
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information for the inventory; all collected
information should be sent to the central database.
Essential information includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Figure 2: Risk management processes [12].

risk analysis less efficient. As such, risk analysis
may provide a false sense of security. The proposed
framework addresses this issue by allowing a real
time analysis of the known vulnerabilities and the
latest inventory changes.

5.1 Inventory procedures
The speed, at which information can be
collected and updated, as a result of constant
changes, is the key to successful risk analysis.
Ideally, inventory tools used should meet the
following requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Possess a characteristic client/server
support system
Be a central database where all the
information is stored
Be a multiple platform, accessible to diverse
systems
Be manageable in such a way that
information can be requested and obtained
at any time.
Consume a minimum amount of resources
to maintain proper functioning of the
client’s system
Have the capacity to inform, even if the
client is disabled
Have the ability to be reconfigured at
any moment, in a global manner and
independent of the user

Apart from these initial requirements, the tool
must also have the capacity to collect diverse

•
•
•
•
•
•

Version of the operating system
Any corrections made and the respective
version of each
Information about registered and former
users
List of all installed software and software
versions
Verification of installed antivirus systems
and updates
Partition information
User-provided descriptions of the physical
locations of hardware components
Descriptive list of hardware components,
including memory capacity, processor
speed, hard drive capacity, and video card
specifications

Following data collection to obtain the basic
characteristics of the IT infrastructure, qualification
of each component must then be done, based on
the following categories of importance:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Irrelevant
Relevant
Important
Critical
Vital

VI. Proposal Framework
The objective of this article is to report a
methodology for the collection, treatment and
presentation of data regarding vulnerabilities,
correlating events with information obtained form
an internal network. To this end, two diagrams
have been created, one from the point of view of
the manager (Figure 3) and the other from the
point of view of the user (Figure 4).
The user does not have access to the information
viewed by the manager, however, the manager has
a complete view of the system. The basic idea is
that though the various teams that are linked, each
user has a different view of the system.
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Figure 3. Diagram of the Manager’s perspective.

Information from the previously mentioned
CVCS and CVE databases will be used to
populate the internal database, creating a base
of vulnerabilities referred to here as Risk. This
information will be cross-checked with the
software and hardware data obtained regarding
the internal system, creating the basic contents,
which include the IP address of the network
machine, installed versions of softwares,
information about the registered users, type of
operating system, and hardware specifications
(memory, processor, hard drive, etc.). The
database created from the internal information
collected is termed Inventory.
Figure 5 demonstrates the links between the
different pieces of information obtained, with
the CVSS and CVS updates being maintained by
external organizations. The base Inventory and
Central Repository are maintained by the client
company. In order for the system to be efficient,
all of the machines within the domain should
have the inventory software installed (sensor) so
as to continuously feed the internal database.
The company should have an established use
policy. If none exists, the company should at
minimum draw up “norms of usage of resources”
by all users within the company. Normatives
should contain information regarding:

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

The installation and downloading of
software, prohibiting users to install any
software that is not company approved.
This will also avoid the installation of
unlicensed software.
Terms of responsibility of use of company
technological resources, explaining that
their use must be work-related.
Definition of limits of use of mobile
resources (laptops, PDAs, etc.), prohibiting
the use of non-company equipment.
Installation of new technological resources
such that any new equipment must
contain the required software and must
be inventoried.
Creation of a login procedure for network
users, so that only technological resources
that have been inventoried will have access
to the local network.
The development of a dissemination
policy so that all employees will be aware
of company policies.

A Risk Score Adequation
Once all inventory information has been
obtained, it is necessary to qualify each component
regarding its importance. This qualification can
be conducted by means of a questionnaire that
should be completed by managers. In this manner,
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Figure 4. Diagram of the user’s perspective.

the company obtains information regarding the
machines/servers that would have greatest impact
if they were compromised, in terms of physical or
logistical problems. The flow diagram in Figure 6
summarizes the necessary data collection steps
for risk analysis from this point forward.

The information obtained should be displayed or
available in a consolidated manner, facilitating
the identification of an actual risk resulting from
a vulnerability, or permitting the visualization of
the entire situation. The various vulnerabilities
that have been identified should be assigned

The framework described above will be
applicable for the following uses:
1. Correct identification of all assets and
determination of their value as well as how
critical each is for the company.
2. Estimation of the probability of the
occurrence of a threat and calculation of
the costs that would be involved if it should
occur.
3. Identification of vulnerable points and
development of protocols to minimize or
contain the risk.
4. Creation of a strategy to minimize risks.

B. Framework demonstration
The proposed tool was developed utilizing
JAVA programming language, with client/server
support, where the server permits the visualization
through a web server HTTP protocol. Initial tests
utilized approximately 20 computers, with installed
sensor information sent to a central repository.

Figure 5. Risk infrastructure model.
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Figure 6. Procedures for Risk Analysis in the context of the
proposed framework

to a specific team, initially responsible only for
a specific product. Each team may ultimately
be responsible for more than one inventoried
product. Figure 7 shows a view of the system as
seen by the manager. This comprehensive view
is only seen by framework managers; framework
users have a similar view limited to the products
they support (see Figure 9).
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The system is monitored from the point of view
of vulnerabilities (the number of vulnerabilities
and the number of products affected). The
framework provides managers with a high level
view of products with vulnerabilities and teams
that need more attention. Detailed information
from teams and/or products can be obtained by
managers by selecting the desired team/product
(see Figures 8 and 9). Risk is measured based on
the CVSS score as graphically illustrated in the
pie charts by the colors red, yellow and green. At
the moment a framework manager or user takes
an action, this action is and must be registered
(Figure 8) as part of the history of actions taken to
resolve the problem. This facilitates future work
as it establishes a minimum base of knowledge of
procedures already attempted, making it easier to
assign and distribute tasks, and thus making the
process user independent and auditable.
The historical record keeps a log of the dates,
actions taken and identities of the persons who
executed the actions. This makes it possible to
alter or adjust the vulnerability, through analysis
or through laboratory work. It is also important to
note that the status of the vulnerability situation can
be “open”, “in the laboratory” or “under analysis”.

Figure 7. Framework manager’s perspective of the system.
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Figure 8. Record of an action.

Once the vulnerability has been addressed, it is
removed from the view. It has been demonstrated
previously that even in empirical situations, the
mere use of an available correction could result
in even greater problems. For this reason, it is
recommended that any changes or alterations be
tested first in a laboratory situation and only then
implemented in a production environment.
The access to information and the view of
the system from the perspective of a specific
framework user is limited to the view of his or her
own team. Framework users do not have access to
information that belongs to other teams (Figure
9). For this reason, the vulnerabilities pie graph
is continuous, as the user is associated only with
his/her own team. Meanwhile, the Products graph
is associated with all products that may require

intervention and that have had their vulnerabilities
inventoried.
CVSS is also used to calculate risk. The user can
find up to date information by simply clicking on
the section of interest. All system vulnerabilities
that have been inventoried can be seen (Figure
10), and can be further listed as “open”, “under
analysis” or “in laboratory”, simplifying the followup response to pending resolutions. Additionally,
deadlines can also be viewed so that, if a correction
is made after a given deadline, it is possible to
investigate the reason for the delay. The CVE can
also be consulted directly for information about
the CVSS score, the CVSS vector, general risk, brief
descriptions, affected products, references, and
the date on which the vulnerability was identified,
published or modified.
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Figure 9. General view of the system as seen by the user.

In order for the system to function in an
automated manner, each team must be defined
(Figure 11). Additionally, the products under
their responsibility must be defined. Filters can
be used to, for example, verify which teams are
active.

VII. Conclusions and future work
The laws of various countries are being adapted
and modified to increase the transparency of
corporate operations so as to increase the trust
of investors. Adherence to laws will result in
greater gains related to the quality of company
processes, increasing their competitiveness
and consequently, resulting in greater profits.
In recent years, much has been invested in the
purchase of security equipment, with the use
of systems that detect intrusions, antivirus

software, firewalls, and anti-spam, among many
others. But in reality, is it possible to evaluate
if these investments were worth while? Much
of the generated information is ignored or not
considered seriously in the process of information
management. It is with respect to this issue that
risk management may be of help by consolidating
all available information and, most importantly,
making this information useful.
The framework proposed by this article
depends on various factors. Firstly, managers
must be convinced that investing in information
security is economically worthwhile, given that
in the corporate environment all return is of a
financial nature. Secondly, the IT infra-structure
must be clearly defined in order to facilitate
measurement of the return on investment (ROI)
and with it the elaboration of a plan of action for
risk analysis aimed at mitigating risk.
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Figure 10. Follow-up of vulnerabilities.

The tools suggested by the current study should
initially be of an informative nature, providing
basic information to the information manager, and
utilizing the basic rules of the art of war2: if you
know yourself, you will have a chance at victory;
if you know yourself and your enemy, you will
have victory; if you know neither yourself nor your
enemy, defeat is certain. This idiom relates to the
persistent war that is carried out in worldwide
networks, where dishonest companies attempt to
obtain information illegally to gain a competitive
advantage. The “enemy” is any entity that can use
illegally obtained information for their own benefit
and to the detriment of competitors.

based on distributed sensors and a centralized
vulnerability repository. As new vulnerabilities
are published in the CVSS or any configuration
change is communicated in real time from sensors
throughout the corporate environment, the
framework automatically adjusts to the changes
so as to identify new risks. Once identified, the
framework assigns the vulnerability to the team
responsible for the related product, allowing
corporations to take immediate actions to
eliminate or mitigate the associated risks. To
our knowledge, a framework based on real time
analysis of configuration changes and known
vulnerabilities has not been published before.

It is impossible to efficiently manage risk
if it has not been initially identified as risk. In
other words, risk is based on uncertainty – in the
absence of uncertainty, risk does not exist. It is
in this context that the present work has been
developed, with an aim to reduce the variables
associated with uncertainty and consequently
to reduce risk. In this context we propose
a framework to control technological risks

Future work includes hardening of the tools
developed and full scale deployment in the
corporate environment. The authors are also
investigating how far automation could go in
testing and deploying patches and updates as
alternatives to reduce dependency on manual
testing. Consideration of how sensors could be
used to identify suspicious behavior of end users,
based on patterns of configuration changes, is
also within the scope of future research.

2 Sun Tzu
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Figure 11. Management of teams.
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